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THE SANTA FE TRAIL 1821-1971

The opening of the Santa Fe Trail began the sometimes uneasy interaction and adjustment between diverse cultures which, even a century and
a half later, characterize much of the Spanish Southwest today. In "A Company of Hands and Traders" Professor HARRY R. STEVENS of Ohio University reveals the background of the restless "Anglo-American" foreigners
who moved westward into the old New Mexican frontier of New Spain.
Part II of FRANK D. REEVE'S "Navaho Foreign Affairs" depicts an aspect
of the never-ending struggle for existence on that frontier. Together, the
two papers point up the contrast between the peoples and traditions at
either end of the trail a quarter of a century before the conquest by the
United States brought them together under one government.
DAVID J. WEBER edits two letters of William Becknell which portray
the Father of the Santa Fe Trail as a disillusioned trader turned mountain
man. Samuel Wethered's letter to Manuel Alvarez illustrates the problems
and later scope of the trade.
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A COMPANY OF HANDS AND TRADERS:
ORIGINS OF THE GLENN-FOWLER EXPEDITION OF 1821-1822

HARRY R. STEVENS

IN

ONE of the buildings of Fort Smith, Arkansas, at the junction
of the Poteau and Arkansas rivers two men, renewing an old
friendship, completed a bit of military business that opened a new
pathway to the West. Major William Bradford, commander of the
post was martial in his bearing, though he stood unevenly. He had
been crippled by gunshot wounds at the defense of Fort Meigs
eight years before. Hugh Glenn, like Bradford a native of Virginia,
faced him wearing a fringed buckskin shirt, trousers, and
moccasins.!
On a table before them lay the document, a license Bradford
was issuing to Glenn and his associates to trade with Indians in the
country beyond this last southwestern outpost of American authority. Bradford signed it. A drop of red wax fell on the lower left
corner of the sheet and took his official imprint. The date was
August 5,1821.
The expedition was not the nrst to cross the Southern Plains and
Rocky Mountains but it was one of the earliest in opening trade
between the United States and Mexico. With the simultaneous
trips of William Becknell and Thomas James it is often regarded
as the beginning of the Santa Fe Trai1. 2 Accounts survive from
both Becknell and James, and from others of earlier years as well,
but none of them is so extensive as the journal kept by Glenn and
his partner Jacob Fowler; and this journal nrst shows, moreover,
the adventures of an entire company of "hands" and traders. The
Journal of Jacob Fowle-f3 tells a varied story of humor and rejoicing,
suspense, and tragedy. The variety has not always been apparent,
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since much of the meaning of the incidents and of the authors'
comments on them emerges only with a knowledge of the men
who took part in the adventure. Much more is known of those men
today than Elliott Coues knew in 1898 when he first published
Fowler's strange manuscript, and each new piece of information
brings up new questions. Coues knew nothing, for example, of the
license that named the eighteen original members. The license
that came to light in 1954 in the papers of George A. Glenn of
Harrisonville, Missouri, reads as follows:
WILLIAM BRADFORD

Major in the United States' Anny, Commander of the Military Forces
of the United States on the Arkansas River
To All whom it may concern-Be it Known that Whereas Hugh
Glenn has made application for a License to trade with Indians in
Amity with the United States at the following Positions viz. At the
Falls of the Verdigris-at the Mouth of the Red Fork-at the
Thousand Islands north side-at Pikes' third Fork north side-and
at the head of the Arkansas north side at or near the MountainsTraders Hugh Glenn, Jacob Fowler, Baptiste Roy, Robert FowlerHandy-Jacques Bono. Louis Rivar-Joseph Barbo-Absalom Holloway-Jonathan Padget-Francis Arguet-Henry Duval-Baptiste Pino
-Julian Pera-Francois QuenviIle-Newill (Elk Man) Paul (Elk
Man) Richard WaltersAnd has given bond according to law for the due observance of all
such regulations as now are or hereafter may be established for the
government of trade and intercourse with the Indian Tribes. License
for Two Years is hereby granted to the said Hugh Glenn to trade
with the said Indians according to the regulations aforesaid
In Testimony whereof I have caused my private seal to be hereunto
affixed Given under my hand at Fort Smith Arkansas River the 5th
day of August in the year of our Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred
Twenty-one and of the Independence of the United States the
Fortysixth.
W: Bradford, Major
United States Anny Comdg.
Arkansas.4
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Nine of the eighteen men named in the license made the trip
west, with twelve others who joined them later. They formed a
remarkable group. Young and old, cautious and reckless, frontier
veterans and men not used to hunting, black, American, French,
Indian, and Spanish, they had little in common. Their adventures,
too, were unusual. They were not simply men who rode west,
caught beaver, engaged in trading, and returned to their homes.
Some of them remained in the West, going in later years as far as
the Pacific coast. Strange events occurred, and the actions of the
men toward each other and toward those whom they encountered
raise questions for which no easy answers have been found. Fear
of unseen foes, the breakdown of discipline during a fight with a
white bear, their several captures by Indians; hostages, embassies,
and their deliverance; a confrontation with Spanish troops, the
liberation of a slave and his reenslavement; magic, and mutiny were
elements of more than a mere trading expedition. The significance
of this trip for the men who made it and for the Indians, Mexicans,
and Spaniards whom they met is elusive, but the challenge to
understand makes this one of the absorbing stories of the West.
Coues was able to represent only one of the men, the principal
author of the Journal, Jacob Fowler. Some clues have since been
found for understanding at least eight of them, and for two of
them this information is now quite substantial, Hugh Glenn, the
commander, and Jacob Fowler, his deputy. They are central to
the story in a formal sense, and also-and increasingly, as the expedition moved on-as the decisive members around whom the
action took place. New knowledge of their previous experiences
and character, ambitions and defeats adds to an understanding of
the others around them and of the episodes that Fowler laconically
recorded.
HUGH GLENN was born January 7, 1788, the fifth of six sons of
William and Alice (Evans) Glenn. 5 His father was of Scotch
descent. The families on both sides were among the pioneers of
the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia, and in earlier generations they
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had been pioneers of an older frontier in Pennsylvania. Glenn's
birthplace was a plantation near the site of Gerrardstown, at the
southeastern foot of North Mountain, a few miles from Martinsburg, West Virginia. 6 William Glenn had taken part in the Revolutionary War as a volunteer soldier and was a petitioner for religious freedom in the new state. In the spring of 1796 he sold his
farm and moved with his family to a new home west of the Appalachian Mountains. He settled along Johnson's Creek near Mayslick, Mason County, Kentucky. It was rough frontier country
from which the Indians had moved less than half a dozen years
before. There in the fall he died at the age of forty-seven. 7 Most
of his sons became fanners in Kentucky or Ohio. The two youngest, Hugh and James, chose a different life.
By the time he was twenty-three Hugh Glenn had left the
frontier fanning world and settled in the village of Cincinnati. On
the evening of October 12, 181 I, in the main room at the Columbian Inn the pale young man with auburn hair sat at a table near
the fireplace writing by candlelight. Around him were a group of
businessmen: a tall, aggressive merchant, John Hopper Piatt, a
short, sharp-faced lawyer, Nicholas Longworth, and a dozen or
more storekeepers and shippers who were organizing a bank. By
the following spring the stock~olders had chosen as cashier a
swarthy, lantern-jawed bulldog, Samuel Watts Davies. In response
to their petition, early in 18 I 3 the state legislature of Ohio passed
an act incorporating the Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati. Glenn had served as secretary at the first meeting and was
closely connected with the bank for almost ten years. The purpose
of the new bank was to provide credit facilities for fanners and
merchants whose interests reached from Philadelphia to New
Orleans. 8
Before the bank could open for business war came with Great
Britain in the summer of 18 I 2. American commanders faced problems in getting food, wagons, horses, and other supplies from the
almost unpopulated regions of the frontier. During June and July,
while General William Hull rode north from Cincinnati toward
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the Canadian frontier, Jacob Fowler worked at those jobs around
Detroit and the Maumee Rapids, near the western end of Lake
Erie, probably in the employment of John H. Piatt. First General
Hull, and a few weeks later (after Hull had been captured by the
enemy) General William Henry Harrison called on Piatt to provide rations for the volunteers and the regular army troops. From
the latter part of August Glenn worked as Piatt's assistant carrying
supplies by packhorse north from Cincinnati to Dayton.
Detroit fell to the British, along with other northern outposts
of the nation. When the enemy then advanced to threaten Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Glenn took supplies to the besieged garrison,
and it held out. Later in the fall General Harrison developed a
plan for the recovery of Detroit along three lines of advance, and
Glenn was made responsible for getting £lour, biscuit, beef, and
bacon north along the center line from Urbana to Fort McArthur
(the site of Kenton, Ohio) and at times also to St. Marys, Fort
Wayne, and Fort Defiance. His efforts brought him exceptional
praise from the generaJ.9
Early in December Glenn spent a few days in snug comfort at
Urbana, where two of his older brothers had farms and a mill. 10
But an American force was massacred at the Raisin River in Michigan in January 1813, and that ·disaster, with continuing British
naval control of Lake Erie, prevented Harrison from achieving his
aim. During the winter, sometimes in association with Jacob
Fowler, Glenn rode from one isolated settlement to another buying horses and oxen, wagons and gear, driving teams and livestock, building sleds and boats to use on the northern rivers, guiding pack trains through swamps and woods. He did his work to
the great satisfaction of his employer, deputy commissary Piatt,
and of the commanding general. By spring General Harrison had
strengthened his forces in northern Ohio enough to hold off a
British siege at Fort Meigs.
Early in the fall of 1813 Glenn bought a small store in Cincinnati from the White brothers. He sold calicoes, bar iron, light
plows, drawing chains and hoes, salt, and whiskey.ll But he had
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scarcely started in business of his own when the military supply
system of the Northwest showed such weakness that commissary
Piatt had to go to Washington to £nd remedies. He appointed
Glenn his agent at Cincinnati headquarters, and during much of
the fall Glenn worked again to meet the needs of the army.12 Following Captain Perry's victory over the enemy on Lake Erie in
September American troops advanced and reoccupied Detroit.
They found the remote capital of the northern territory almost
without supplies. Glenn hunted for beef, pork, and flour, and forwarded them to Michigan. He also held full responsibility for
managing the commissary's office at Cincinnati. He did both jobs wel1. 13 During the following winter (1813-1814) he acted as
Jacob Fowler's agent in renting a brick house and stable at Urbana,
Ohio. 14
A year later, in August 18 14, while the war continued, Glenn
joined Fowler and Robert Fowler, a cousin of John H. Piatt, in the
partnership of Jacob Fowler & Company to furnish rations to
British prisoners of war who were taken in the next two months
from Lower Sandusky to Long Point, Ontario. 15
In the same fall unexpected trouble among the Indians around
Lake Michigan and a hastily planned raid from Detroit east
toward Niagara created emergency requirements for military supplies. For a third season Glenn was called to the service of the
army. In September he had to go to Detroit, and he stayed there
working until November. The scarcity of cattle, hogs, flour,
wagons, and gear in the western country was acute. Glenn found
it difficult to persuade farmers to part with livestock. His job grew
no easier after the British captured Washington and the federal
government was for a while practically bankrupt. Farmers were
not anxious to sell for a promise of payment that might never be
made.
Political investigations followed quickly. In December Glenn
was called to the state capital at Chillicothe where he was put
through a long and intensive questioning by a legislative committee. The reports do not make it appear as a pleasant experience.
But Glenn continued to work as a purchasing agent for Piatt until
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May 31,1815, andto work with Jacob Fowler & Company until
the middle of the following August, some months after the close
of the war. 16
Glenn served during three major campaigns of the war in the·
Northwest, and his work contributed to their success, the ultimate
recovery of American control. He gained wide acquaintance
among farmers, stockmen, millers, and merchants of the area, and
invaluable business experience. He established a good reputation
for himself among the chief businessmen and public figures of
Cincinnati. It seems likely that his achievement increased whatever pleasure he found in the life of the wilderness. But the years
had done little to start him on a civilian career, and had meant the
postponement of family life.
On March 17, 18 I 6, Glenn married Mary Gibson at Greensburg, Pennsylvania. His wife was a daughter of Joshua Gibson,
deputy inspector for Hamilton County, Ohio, and sister of John
Gibson, a merchant who with his partner Thomas Heckewelder
kept a store near Glenn's. The Gibsons were Quakers, and Mrs.
Glenn was received by the Cincinnati Meeting of Friends on May
10. Five months later, on October 17, the Cincinnati Quakers
decided that she had married contrary to their discipline, her husband being Presbyterian, and they expelled her from membership.17 Harsh and exclusive religious actions were not uncommon,
but the experience could not have been very pleasant.
In business affairs Glenn continued to advance. On April I,
1816, he was elected a director of the Farmers' and Mechanics'
Bank of Cincinnati. At the age of twenty-eight he was the youngest member of the board. Most prominent of the bank officials was
Colonel Samuel W. Davies, who served as cashier from March
18 I 2 almost as long as the bank survived. Glenn moved his store
from Main Street to Front, on the public landing, and in June to
a place on the Lower Market. As he moved from one location to
another he apparently increased his business. He added to his
stock a large quantity of groceries, India, French, and Dutch textiles, and a cream-colored Wedgewood known as Queensware; and
he announced that he was ready to buy pork, Hour, whiskey, and
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tobacco. Business conditions, which had been sluggish early in
the year, improved late in the fall, and Glenn shared in the growing. prosperity. He seems to have stayed on Lower Market Street
more than two years. 1S
In the winter of 1816-1817 the western country faced the prospect of two tremendous economic changes. One was the removal of
the western military frontier hundreds of miles deeper into the
wilderness, the other the creation of the Second Bank of the
United States. Glenn was active in both. On January 17, 1817,
he got a contract with the acting Secretary of War to supply and
issue rations at certain designated western Army posts, and at
others that might be established later. The new forts in the northwest, west, and southwest lay far beyond the military frontier he
had been supplying under desperate pressure only three or four
years earlier, and even while he was active in that work other posts
were created beyond them, marking the great expansion of the
United States that was taking place after the War of 1812. Three
days after he signed the contract Glenn was bonded with Jacob
Fowler and Thomas Davis Carneal, both Kentuckians, for
$45,000 to insure fulfillment of the terms. The bond was sealed
in February, and Glenn made arrangements to secure one of his
bondsmen, Carneal, by mortgaging four pieces of Cincinnati real
estate he had acquired, including his wife's dower rights in some
of them. His work was to begin June I, 1817, and continue until
May 3 I, 1818. 19
The Second Bank of the United States was established byCongress on April 10, 1816, and opened for business in Philadelphia
on January 7, 1817. The president and directors decided to set up
a branch in Cincinnati, and on January 27 chose a board of
directors for it which included Glenn among its thirteen members.
On February 18 the newly chosen directors met in Cincinnati and
elected Jacob Burnet, a dark, dour lawyer, as president. Glenn
resigned from his position as a director of the Farmers' and
Mechanics' Bank to accept the new appointment,2o He was the
youngest member of the board.
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Meanwhile he continued to keep store. During the winter and
spring he bought pork, flour, whiskey, and tobacco from local
farmers and millers. He sold East India textiles, hardware, and
farm and garden tools. 21 On March 1 I, 1817, his son Gibson
William Glenn was born. To provide fresh milk for his boy he
bought a small red and white cow from his brother Isaac and kept
the animal at his home on Lower Market Street. 22 He wanted to
become a member of the local Masonic lodge and he was admitted
on April 30.23 He took an interest in reading, and was acquainted
with the satiric verse of Samuel Butler and the prose of Daniel
Defoe. He showed an interest in the theater when the Company
of Pittsburgh Comedians visited the town. But his chief concerns
were the branch of the Bank of the United States, which opened
for business on April 21, and his military contract with the War
Department.
'
Glenn began to work on his army job at once. Since he would
need credit to begin buying flour, pork, whiskey, dried beans, vinegar, salt, soap, and candles he began on March 1 1 by drawing a
bill for $3°,000. It was promptly accepted by the Treasury Department, and a Treasury warrant was issued to him for that
amount a few days later. On March 19 he wrote to General
Thomas A. Smith, commanding officer at Belle Fontaine, near St.
Louis, asking for specific information about the requirements he
would be expected to filL General Smith sent detailed answers to
his questions on April 26. He would be expected to provide
260,000 rations,amounting to over 300 tons, for the army
posts in the western department. The government authorized an
allowance of 19 cents per ration. Glenn could make a profit (or
stand a loss) on the difference between that amount and what it
cost him to buy, package, transport, and deliver the amounts
required. The arrangement put a high premium on his energy and
ability.24
Glenn formed a partnership with his younger brother James
and arranged to leave the Cincinnati store under his care.25 Late
in the spring of 1817, probably about the middle of May, he left
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the town and set out for the West. Toward the end of the month
he reached Fort Harrison on the Wabash River near Terre Haute,
Indiana. There he engaged a subcontractor, a French trader, interpreter, and messenger named Michael Brouillette, to handle the
supplies he left for the commander, Major John T. Chunn. Sixty
miles south he left additional supplies at the Vincennes Indian
agency. Early in June he reached St. Louis, the town that would
serve as the base of his western activities. He hired a keelboat, a
captain, and a crew, and loaded the freight that would be needed
at the forts on the northwest frontier. 26
On June 8 Glenn left St. Louis on a long trip up the Mississippi.
About June 25 he reached Fort Edwards, Illinois, opposite the
mouth of the Des Moines River, and unloaded supplies for the
garrison of eighty or ninety men. He had difficulty getting through
the Lower Rapids of the Mississippi, but reached Fort Armstrong
(Rock Island, Illinois) about July 10. He made another deposit,
set off with more than half his original freight, worked his way
through the Rock Island or Upper Rapids, and approached Fort
Crawford (Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin). Just before nightfall on
July 27 about twenty miles below the fort he met Major Stephen
H. Long, army topographical engineer and explorer, who was
traveling south in a skiff. Major Long went on board Glenn's boat
for supper. 27 At the end of July at Fort Crawford, Wisconsin,
Glenn left the rations required for 265 men with the commander.
Returning down the Mississippi he reached St. Louis probably
before August 22, having completed the provisioning of three
northern army posts on a round trip of almost eleven hundred
miles in a good bit less time than keelboat travel usually required.
During the next few weeks Glenn supplied provisions at Fort
Clark (at the site of Peoria, Illinois), at St. Louis, at Belle Fontaine, near by, and at Fort Osage, 330 miles west along the Missouri River, a few miles below the site of Kansas City. On the
latter trip Glenn disposed of his remaining supplies. He might have
paused to enjoy the pleasures of the post; but apparently he went
back immediately to St. Louis and reached the territorial capital of
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Missouri about the middle of September. On his trip up and down
the Missouri he saw on both sides of the muddy river the rich
lands that speculators were beginning to buy most avidly.
The great westward movement of the pioneers followed an enforced migration of whole nations of Indians farther to the west.
The Osage had been settled beyond the Ozark Mountains, southwest of Missouri, and the Cherokee were being moved into an adjacent region. Reports and rumors of conflicts between the Cherokee and the Osage reached General Smith, commander of the
Ninth Military Department, at his headquarters in St. Louis. He
and Governor William Clark (a veteran of the expedition to the
Pacific a dozen years before) decided to establish a fort along the
Arkansas River near the Indians in order to maintain peace among
them. Glenn was required by his contract to provide supplies for
such new posts as might be established, and this new responsibility
was given him in September. He bought more supplies, made
necessary arrangements, and applied for a license to trade with the
Osage and Cherokee, which Governor Clark issued to him on
September 23. 28
The new expedition consisted of seventy men under the command of Glenn's old friend Major Bradford, the gallant Virginian
who had been wounded at the siege of Fort Meigs. Another friend
of Glenn's, Major Long, was sent to help choose a site for the fort.
Long and Glenn traveled down the Mississippi more than six
hundred miles to the mouth of the Arkansas, and northwest up
that river, through the Ozarks to the mouth of the Poteau. Major
Long selected the site for the new post, which he named Camp
Smith, early in December; and Glenn delivered his supplies. 29 He
returned to St. Louis again, quickly, probably by an Osage trading
path through Missouri. On this trip he saw new lands that interested him. In January 1818 in St. Louis he began his own speculation in western lands. 30
Another responsibility was waiting for him. The government
decided to move the Indian nations out of Illinois more quickly.
Kickapoo, Illinois, Potawatami, and other tribes were summoned
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to conferences in Illinois and Missouri, and Glenn had to supply
rations for them at the times and places Governor Ninian Edwards
of Illinois and Governor William Clark of Missouri Territory were
going to designate. 3 ! Neither Illinois nor Missouri produced
enough food to meet the demand, and Glenn went back to Ohio to
get supplies.
When he returned to Cincinnati in January 1818 the town was
larger and much more active than he had left it nine months earlier.
His business was prospering. His brother James and his brother-inlaw John Gibson, Jr., had been elected directors of the Bank of
Cincinnati. Glenn himself had been reelected a director of the
branch Bank of the United States. He and his brother invested in
stock of the Miami Bank. 32 He bought more supplies and took them
to Fort Harrison, Indiana, where Michael Brouillette was soon
issuing them to large numbers of Indians. From the begirining of
May until the middle of October Indian councils and conferences
met almost continuously in the prairie groves of the west, and
Glenn brought rations to them.
His job kept on growing. The Secretary of War decided to send
an expedition up the Missouri River to the mouth of the Yellowstone to establish an outpost at the foot of the Rockies. By the middle of May General Smith in St. Louis called on Glenn for rations
to feed the men on this project. 33 As a military contractor he was
being drawn constantly farther to the west. The establishment of
new and more remote lines of defense for the republic was an
annual transplantation, and Glenn was making a major contribution to its success.
At the same time he was involved in a wide variety of other enterprises. He was one of a group of men who worked for the
building of a canal around the Falls of the Ohio River below Louisville, Kentucky. In April and May 18 I 8 when he was in Cincinnati he began to invest in lands in Illinois. He made arrangements with an agent to take over all the Illinois "soldiers' lands"
the agent could get for him. 34 He had, in the words of his friend
Gorham A. Worth (who was cashier of the branch Bank of the
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United States) "a disregard for trifles-by which [was] meant anything short of positive ruin; and a sovereign contempt for prudence
and small change."35
Late in July Glenn was in St. Louis again where he had personal business to attend. He was interrupted by disturbing news
from two sources. The flour he had left with his agent at Fort
Osage, on the Missouri, was no longer fit for use. The conclusion
of the army lieutenant was confirmed by two examiners who looked
at it, and the lieutenant then bought additional flour that was paid
for by General Smith. The cost ($9°0) was charged to Glenn's
account.36 Jacob Fowler brought more serious news from Fort
Crawford in Wisconsin where he was Glenn's agent. He had prepared an abstract of the rations issued during a period of two
months, and had given it to the captain in command to sign. The
captain had refused to sign it on the basis that conditions specified
by Colonel Chambers had not been met. On July 2 the captain
wrote out a statement of the circumstances and Fowler brought it
to St. Louis as quickly ashe could. Glenn read it and was angry.
He wrote respectfully but firmly from St. Louis to the Secretary of
War on July 27. Colonel Chambers had bought whiskey amounting to $2,4 I 2, and wanted to charge the cost to Glenn. The contractor protested. At the rate he was authorized to supply whiskey
the report seemed to mean either that the colonel had bought 1,675
gallons for his personal use or that some fraud was afoot. 37
The news reached Glenn when he was in a hurry: he was on his
way to Belle Point (Fort Smith) Arkansas to close his accounts
there. In St. Louis or in Lawrence County, Missouri (now Randolph County, Arkansas) at some time in August he and Reuben
Lewis, the Cherokee Indian agent, bought preemption rights to
250 acres in the proposed town of Davidsonville, which had a
chance of becoming anew territorial capital,38
Just after the middle of August Glenn was back in Cincinnati.
He learned that the Cincinnati branch of the Bank of the United
States was in trouble. The main office of the Bank in Philadelphia
was also in trouble. The Cincinnati directors did not know
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about the difficulty. Part of the problem came from an overextension of credit by the western branches; a larger part of it grew
out of a series of frauds at the Baltimore branch.
To meet the emergency the directors in Philadelphia decided on
July 20, I8I8, to require the Cincinnati branch to collect everything due to it from the state-chartered banks at the rate of twenty
per cent a month for five months. The order reached Cincinnati
early in August. The directors of the three state-chartered banks
in the city were alarmed. 39 They could hardly meet the demand
except by cutting off all credit to western farmers, millers, packers,
and merchants. The requirement came just when credit was most
essential to gather in the farm produce of Kentucky and Ohio during the late summer and fall and ship it down the river to New
Orleans for sale.
Glenn was one of the first to feel the pinch and to react. He was
both a bank director and a merchant. As he saw the problem, the
only policy western merchants could adopt to meet the pressure
was to cut imports and expand exports. Some of them cut imports
by half and even two-thirds. Glenn stopped entirely. He sold his
stock in the Miami Bank, and tried to convert his assets into cash
as quickly as he could. By December I9 he announced that the
stock of goods in his store was gone, and asked all those who had
claims against him to settle. 40 With his younger brother James
Glenn and Captain Levi James he formed a partnership to build a
ship to carry more produce faster and cheaper to New Orleans.
They contracted with John Brooks to construct a 30o-ton steamboat during thewinter. 41
The financial crisis developed more quickly than western men
were able to cope with it. On October I6, I8I8, apparently in
panic, the Philadelphia bank directors sent a fateful set of orders
to the Cincinnati branch, accompanied by similar orders from the
Treasury Department to the United States Land Office. On Tuesday evening, November 3, I 8 I 8, long after nightfall the mail
stage rolled down Main Street and word reached Cincinnati.
Philadelphia required that all debts from the state banks to the
Bank of the United States be paid in hard money immediately.
"
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On Wednesday men crowded around the local banks to get
cash for their local bank notes. At first the bankers paid; but as they
looked in their vaults they grew cautious. On Thursday they
stopped. The bubble of prosperity burst. 42
The following week English explorer Thomas Nuttall visited
Cincinnati. He called on his friend Dr. Daniel Drake (whose
sister had married Glenn's brother Isaac) and Drake introduced
him to Glenn. Nuttall wanted to make a trip into the far west, up
the Arkansas, and he talked at length with Glenn about the western
country. Glenn told him about Major Bradford, the commander
at Fort Smith, and gave him a letter of credit on the Indian agent
Reuben Lewis. Glenn was already planning to make another
trip up the Arkansas the following summer. He intended to go by
way of Fort Smith as far up the river as he could during the summer and fall to trade with Indians. Nuttall wanted to join him.
The two men made arrangements to meet at Fort Smith, and
Nuttall hoped to reach the Rockies. 43
For the moment the growing economic depression forced Glenn
to turn his attention to more immediate problems. Desperately in
need of cash, he tried to get the War Department to complete action on his claim for unpaid balances on his contract. During the
summer and fall he gathered evidence. Late in the fall or early in
the winter he went to Washington with Thomas D. Carneal, who
(with Fowler) had provided security for his bond. On January 18,
1819, he submitted a revised statement adding $2,736 for items
deposited at Fort Crawford not previously included, and raising
his claim from $39,744 to $42,480. The next day he wrote a draft
on the Secretary of War for $ 15,000 which the secretary endorsed
at once, "Accepted to be paid on the passage of the appropriation
bill." A month later, on February 18, he exchanged the draft for a
Treasury warrant for the same amount. ~uditors at the War De~
partment, reviewing his claim, reduced it by deducting $2,4 12 for
Colonel Chambers' whiskey at Prairie du Chien, and some other
items, until it was only $31,432. At the same 'time Glenn's agent
at Fort Osage prepared an additional certificate for his use. 44
But the War Department was now caught by political pressures
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to economize, and conflicting evidence began to reach Washington. The Treasury auditor rejected a voucher covering beef cattle
driven to Fort Crawford. On March 25 Glenn submitted another
claim based on evidence from his agents there and at St. Louis for
$1,579. Four days later, after he had given additional bond, he received another Treasury warrant for $9,000. Glenn went home
with $24,000 of the $42,000 he was expecting to get, and he was
hopeful.
A further examination of Glenn's accounts in Washington
showed that the issue of rations to Indians at Fort Harrison, Indiana, had increased in April and May 1818 to an astonishing
amount. Glenn's claim itemized 26,195 rations. Another hand entered in pencil a total of only 17,000. On March 19 the Secretary
of War wrote letters of inquiry to the Indian agent at Vincennes
and to Major Chunn who had been the commander at Fort
Harrison. 45 Without waiting for replies the secretary turned over
the accounts to the Treasury Department for audit, and left the
capital.
On April 3 the third auditor of the Treasury submitted his report. He found that Glenn should be charged with Treasury warrants issued to him between March 1 I, 1817, and March 29, 1819,
amounting to $106,900, and other items, making a total of $133,346, and that he was entitled to credit for issues totalling only
$95,553. His reckoning put Glenn in debt to the United States for
the sum of $37,792.46
Once more in Cincinnati Glenn found that his brother James
and his brother-in-law John Gibson, Jr., had been reelected directors of the Bank of Cincinnati, and he himself had been reelected
a director of the Cincinnati branch of the Bank of the United
States. John Brooks launched his new steamboat, the Vulcan, on
March 27, and his partners in the venture tried out the ship on
short river runs. Carrying a good cargo she left Louisville on April
18 for New Orleans and reached her destination ten days later. At
the great southern market the fall in prices in six months was catastrophic. Pork, which Glenn had shipped in the hope of selling
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for $15 a barrel, was going at $ I 0, and Bour which he shipped to
New Orleans to sell for $5 a barrel could not be sold at all. 47
The situation at the branch Bank of the United States was
equally discouraging. The parent board of the Bank in Philadelphia made an arrangement with the Treasury Department to receive the notes of state-chartered banks that had been accepted by
the United States receiver of public money before October 1818.
The paper was sent to the Cincinnati office with instructions that
it should be presented to the state banks there for redemption at
face value in hard cash. The state-chartered banks had, however,
stopped cash payments on their notes in November. The Cincinnati directors sent word of this to Philadelphia, and asked for instructions. No instructions came. As they saw the western bank
notes returned to them from Philadelphia depreciating in value
day by day, the directors proposed to loan them at par on the best.
security they could find. They sent word of this plan to Philadelphia, and asked again for instuctions. While they waited the notes
continued to depreciate. Still no word came from the East. Finally,
having received no veto on their proposal, they decided to put it
into effect. They began to lend the bank notes as par funds. In a
few months, apparently between March and October 18 I 9, they
loaned nearly the whole amount. The security on which they made
the loans was land. 48
The transactions are wrapped in a good bit of obscurity, and
were probably obscure to the public even at that time. It seems that
the lands were largely in southwestern Illinois and in Missouri,
along the Missouri River, and that the business was carried out by
the president of the branch board, Jacob Burnet, with the cooperation of the cashier, Gorham A. Worth, and four of the directors,
merchants John H. Piatt and Thomas Sloo, Jr., lawyer William
M. Worthington, and, after his return to Cincinnati, Hugh Glenn.
In some way Glenn held responsibility for much of the land; in
time he was held accountable. The total debt of the state-chartered
banks at Cincinnati to the Bank of the United States amounted
to $780,000. Glenn's share in the work may be'measured by the
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claims the Philadelphia Bank eventually brought against him.
They amounted to a quarter of a million dollars. 49
During the summer of 18 I 9 pressures were building up against
Glenn from two directions, first from cashier Samuel W. Davies
of the Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank, and second from the investigations of the War Department. Davies, trying to save his bank,
had gone to Philadelphia and Washington in the winter of 181818 I 9 at the same time that Glenn made his trip with Carneal. He
got some help from the Treasury Department through the intervention of his congressman, General Harrison, and he returned
to Cincinnati with enough backing to resume specie payments. 50
But the continuing rapid and very large drain of gold and silver
from the western country brought another crisis in his affairs, and
he was soon asking Glenn to pay a debt of $40,000.51 Glenn promised to pay the amount to Davies' credit in the Bank of Washington, but was unable to do so, as he soon explained, because his
accounts at the War Department had been suspended for want of
vouchers. During the latter part of April and in May he tried to
collect the evidence that the department required.
By the beginning of June Davies was suspicious of Glenn's
ability to pay, and he asked the Secretary of the Treasury to make
inquiry at the War Department. The Secretary made the inquiry,
and sent a reply to Davies on June 24. It appeared that if the suspended items should be allowed Glenn would have a balance of
about $10,000 due him. Such action could not be taken, however,
until the Secretary of War returned to Washington, and he was
not expected until mid July.52 Davies continued to press Glenn,
and on June 30 Glenn, having got together some additional evidence to support his claim, wrote a thirty-day draft on the Secretary
of War, payable to Davies, for $3°,000. He gave the draft to
Davies, and Davies sent it to Washington. 53
Soon Colonel Davies' bank was in even deeper trouble. It had
loaned $170,000 to the Johnson brothers of Kentucky to build
five steamboats for the army to use on the Yellowstone Expedition.
The Johnsons spent all their money without finishing a single ship.
They were not able to borrow more. They could not repay the
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bank; and on July 29 Davies suspended specie payment for the
second time. 54 The final blow fell on him when he got Secretary
of the Treasury Crawford's letter of August 17. It told him that
Glenn's draft for $30,000 on the Secretary of War had been presented at the War Department, and payment had been refused.
Davies lasted as cashier of the Farmers' and Mechanics' bank less
than four months longer. 55
Meanwhile evidence from Indiana was piling up in Washington. By August 6 the Secretary of War was convinced that "the
extraordinary issues to the Indians by [Glenn's] agents at Fort
Harrison" established "the fact, that fraud has been practised by
MitchellBrouillet, who it seems acted as [Glenn's] agent. . . ."
It was a damaging conclusion. The Secretary of War was direct
and harsh when he wrote to Glenn on that date. Investigations
continued. 56
In spite of the adverse developments Glenn had some encouragement and some" pleasure. Work on the canal he was sponsoring
was actually started. The first dirt was dug with cheerful ceremonies at Jeffersonville, Indiana, on May 3. An itinerant theatrical
manager, Alexander Drake, persuaded thirty or forty men to invest
in a stock company to build atheater for the city. Glenn and his
brother subscribed for one share, and on September 28 workmen
began to excavate for the foundations. In May he enjoyed a visit
from his friend Major Long, who was director of the scientific part
of the Yellowstone Expedition. Dr. William Baldwin, the botanist
on the expedition, was ill when the party reached Cincinnati, and
he was taken to Glenn's home to rest and recover. Meanwhile
Thomas Nuttall at Fort Smith was thinking about Glenn, considering himself fortunate in the prospect that Glenn would soon join
him among the Osage Indians. 57
A committee of the Bank of the United States in Philadelphia
examined reports from the Cincinnati branch during the summer
and came to conclusions that would change Glenn's plans. On
.September 25 the Philadelphia board adopted a resolution forbidding the Cincinnati branch to issue bank notes. Three days later
they adopted a report highly critical of the management of the
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western office. Over the signature of the Philadelphia cashier they
sent it west with the address "Abraham G. Claypoole, Cincinnati."
Claypoole was the U.S. branch bank cashier at Chillicothe, Ohio.
The letter and a packet of papers were delivered in Cincinnati on
October 18 to cashier Gorham A. Worth, the man they criticized.
With a letter of his own Worth referred them to a standing committee of the Cincinnati office of which Glenn was chairman. The
committee began to make its own investigation.
The Cincinnati bank officials supposed at first that the name
"Claypoole" on the letter was a clerical blunder. But the first letter
was followed by other communications from Philadelphia strongly
disapproving the policies taken by Gorham Worth, Hugh Glenn,
Thomas Sloo, and Jacob Burnet. The Cincinnati directors began
to suspect that the change in attitude had been made on the basis of
"unofficial communications" from the West. They soon came to
the conclusion that Worth was going to be removed as cashier.
Worth prepared a letter reviewing the work of the Cincinnati
branch and sent it to Philadelphia on Sunday, November 7.
On November 8 the board of the Cincinnati branch met and
appointed a special committee consisting of Glenn, Dr. Drake, and
president Jacob Burnet to prepare a report within twenty-four
hours. The next day, which was warm and foggy, with heavy
smoke from forest fires seeping into every house and room, ten
directors of the branch met for the emergency. They received the
report and adopted it unanimously with a resolution expressing the
strongest support for Worth; and sent the report and the resolution
to Philadelphia. Nine days later Philadelphia gave its answer.
On November 18 the Philadelphia board removed Worth from
his job, and sent James Houston to Cincinnati with news of their
action. He reached the western city on November 25. The next
day the Cincinnati board met and wrote a farewell letter to their
late cashier. Glenn copied the letter and other documents in a long
memorandum that he signed on every page. Houston took over as
cashier pro tem on November 30. Worth gathered what papers he
could, and set out on a desperate trip to Philadelphia. When he
reached the eastern metropolis he began to plead his case. In Cin-
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cinnati meanwhile some of the branch bank directors were distraught. Glenn, Thomas Sloo, William Worthington, and James
Keys were ready to resign from the board in an attempt to support
Worth; Then they reconsidered, and, more calmly, by December
12 decided against that step. Worth, in Philadelphia, discovered a
gigantic struggle for power going on within the Philadelphia board.
He wrote asking Glenn for a letter of introduction to John Scott,
the territorial delegate from Missouri. He was looking for another
job.58
During the fall Glenn reopened his store in Lower Market
Street as a warehouse. He bought pork to ship down river on the
Vulcan and provided accommodation for merchants and millers to
store Hour and other produce. The shipping season could scarcely
be as bad as the preceding year. But the summer drought continued
into the fall. The river. dropped. On January 2, 1820, it froze. Exports from Cindnnati declined from 13°,000 barrels of Hour in
1818-1819 to less than 35,000 barrels in 18 I 9-1 820, and lard from
5,600 kegs to 1,300. The Vulcan, having returned from New
Orleans in May 18 I 9, was locked in ice.
In· January 1820 the shivering city was almost isolated. The
three state-chartered banks and John H .. Piatt's private bank became involved in a struggle to maintain the slight remaining value
of their bank notes. The central figure in the controversy, the only
notary in the city, was a man who had discretionary power in
recognizing local bank paper presented before him in settlement of
debts. He had his office in the Miami Bank. One day, he refused to
recognize the paper of Piatt's bank for fear it would be protested.
For that decision lawyer Nicholas Longworth threatened to have
him ousted. Glenn still had connections with the Farmers' and
Mechanics' Bank where Davies had by this time been replaced as
cashier by Longworth. At the same time, Glenn's brother and
brother-in-law John Gibson, Jr. were both directors of another state
bank, the Bank of Cincinnati. Glenn apparently tried to keep a
neutral stand in the contest, but he was deeply involved. By February 10 his loyalty to his friend Heckewelder (a business partner of
his brother-in-law) resulted in his estrangement from friends on
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every side. Perhaps he was neutral at the wrong moments; perhaps
he did not understand what was happening; he may simply have
been faithful to what he believed right. 59
On February 10 James Houston was replaced as cashier pro tem
of the branch Bank of the United States by Jacob Burnet, president
of the local board of directors. Four days later fresh word came
from Philadelphia. A new administration there took charge and
resolved the conBict in the parent board. They reappointed Worth,
and he resumed his duties as cashier of the branch on February 14.
Houston started back to Philadelphia the next morning. They also
chose a new board of directors for the Cincinnati branch, with only
seven members. It was set up without Daniel Drake, Thomas Sloo,
or John H. Piatt, and for the first time since it had been created,
without Glenn. Glenn and his friends had lost. 60
Little is clear about the struggle, but with the reappointment of
Worth and Burnet it is possible that Glenn and three associates
were being made to pay a price for having carried out policies that
had the approval if indeed they had not originated with the president of the board. The payment was to be a long time in making.
Further investigations of Glenn's military contract in the winter
of 18 I 9- 1820 led to the conclusion that a balance stood against
Glenn in the sum of $37,792.76. The decision was reached in
Washington on February 9 and Glenn was notified accordingly.61
Soon Glenn was called into city court by Hayden & Aubin, merchants and auctioneers, for recovery and $800 damages. The court
decided against him on March 14. They gave a judgment for $4 I 4.
Glenn was able to pay only $5. It was only one of many such
proceedings against him that winter and spring. In April the
Vulcan left for New Orleans. Her return upriver was repeatedly
delayed. At last Captain Ruter brought the ship back to Louisville,
and in June he took on a cargo of 1,000 barrels of Bour, 362 barrels
of whiskey, and 58 hogsheads of bacon. With that meager freight
he sailed downriver on June 24. 62
The army turned its accusations from Glenn's agent, Michael
Brouillette, toward Major Chunn. He was brought before a court
martial at Terre Haute, near Fort Harrison, Indiana, in May. The
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trial turned on the technicality that the commanding officer had
been "required to certify all abstracts of rations issued to the Indians who usually resorted" to Fort Harrison. The court martial
cleared him. The final action moved directly against Glenn. He
was notified and asked to pay the balance allegedly due from him
to the government; he "failed and refused~"63
Many of the grim events of the winter and spring of 1820 were
the results of Glenn's own actions. They were beginning to force
him to choose between two ways of life. He had enjoyed both
the outdoor life in which he had grown up and the business world
in which he had such conspicuous success, and enjoyed them together in much of his career. The combination seemed no longer
possible.
Early in April the effects of economic disaster were felt in local
politics. The city elections resulted in an almost total repudiation
of the previously trusted public servants. Much worse, political
support was divided among so many new and untried leaders that
the whole community trembled with instability.
On April I 5 Glenn gave his brother James a power of attorney
and brought his business in the city to a close. 64
During May and June men huddled on dark street corners and
in alleys. Mutterings, complaints, and violence followed. By July 4
the stage was set for mob action, and it came.
Glenn had already left Cincinnati. Late in July or in August he
reached the end' of a long journey. It was the "Verdegree House,"
an Indian trading post on the Verdigris River a mile above the
point where it entered the Arkansas. Sixty miles northwest of Fort
Smith, Glenn was beyond the last military outpost of the United
States. He lived at the post with a partner, Charles Dennis, who
was an interpreter, and with a Frenchman or two and a few
soldiers from the Fort Smith garrison. 65
During the next ten months Glenn was occupied with his work
and the enjoyment of visits from Nathaniel Pryor, another trader
who had a house at the mouth of the Verdigris. Pryor was a veteran
scout who had been a sergeant with the Lewis and Clark expedition to the Pacific coast fifteen years before. Glenn was also host to
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a part of Major Long's Yellowstone Expedition in September, and
to members of an Osage Indian missionary group later in the fall.
During the winter he worked with James Miller, ,Povernor of the
Arkansas Territory, and with his old friend Major William Bradford in trying to avert war between the Osage and Cherokee nations. In the spring he went back to Cincinnati, planning to return
afterwards to the Verdegree House. 66
In Cincinnati late in the spring or early in the summer of 1821
Glenn found himself faced with a long list of executions of court
orders. Decisions had been given against him in suits brought by
the Bank of Cincinnati for $2,246, by the Boggses for $1,652, by
John Huffman for $950 and many others. 67
He had the pleasure of seeing once more his family, and two
men whom he trusted. One was the bank cashier Gorham Worth.
The other was Jacob Fowler.
Early in the summer Glenn left Cincinnati and rode west again,
perhaps with Gorham Worth. In June he was in St. Louis; he
rode west from the Mississippi, and picked up some of the men he
took with him to the Verdigris. Probably at this time he was joined
by Jesse Van Bibber, a brother-in-law of Nathan Boone. On July
12, along the Osage River, he overtook the "Great Osage Mission
Family" on their way to his part of the country.68
Before the end of the month he and his party reached the Union
Mission on the Neosho River sixty miles north of his trading post.
There he learned that a neighbor, a peaceable, industrious, and
civilized Osage named Joseph Revoir (or Revar), had been killed
by a war party of Cherokee. Revar's children fled to the mission.
Louis Rivar joined Glenn's party.69
By August 5, 1821, Glenn reached Fort Smith. He called on
his friend Major Bradford, got his license, and spent the next two
months at Fort Smith, at his trading house near the mouth of the
Verdigris, at another trading house upstream at the falls, and at
the Indian village of Chief Clamore. He was waiting for Jacob
Fowler.
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GLENN was thirty-three years old when he started on his trip to
the Rockies. His principal partner was fifty-seven or more, perhaps
sixty-one. Jacob Fowler belonged to an earlier generation of
pioneers. Little is known of his family. He had three brothers,
Edward, Matthew, and Robert. They were probably related to
the Piatt family from New Jersey, early settlers in northern Kentucky. When Fowler was a child in 1768 they moved from the
Potomac Valley to the Ligonier Valley in Pennsylvania, in 1770 to
the Bank Lick settlement twenty miles from Kittanning, and in
1776 to the Sewickly settlement in Westmoreland County.
By 1782 the Fowlers were living near Wheeling, West Virginia, and Jacob was a neighbor and acquaintance of the WetzelsMartin, Lewis, Jacob, and John, "all stout, active and resolute, and
much thought of throughout the country," he recalled. Long afterward he remembered the Indian attack on Van Meter's Fort on
September 26. "Colonel Williamson," he said, "gave us the alarm.
'Boys, your com field is all alive with Indians.' " Indian attacks,
real or threatened, had been the chief cause for the frequent moves
his family made along the frontier. They had never threatened
Glenn's family since his grandmother's day. In 1785 Fowler
went on a hunting trip with Abraham Craig and Robert McConnell a few miles west of Wheeling, along the Stillwater branch of
the Muskingum in Ohio. Because Indian dangers were still very
real, he remembered that outing vividly.
In 1788 the first regular settlements were made in the Northwest Territory, and the next year Fowler joined a friend, Benjamin
Hulin, in a flatboat trading expedition down the Ohio River. They
took whiskey, cider, and s~ore goods obtained from Boston merchant John May from Wheeling to Marietta, Ohio, and farther
downstream to Point Pleasant at the mouth of the Big Kanawha.
Fowler left his partner there in the fall and went on down the
river to visit his younger brother Matthew in the new settlement of
Cincinnati. He and his brother hunted in Mill Creek Valley and
in northern Kentucky for deer, bear, and buffalo to supply meat
for the garrison at Fort Washington. They sold skins and hides to
a local tanner.
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Fowler returned upriver in the spring of 1790, and at Point
Pleasant he saw Lewis Wetzel (whom he had known since 1782)
freely ranging the town after having escaped from jail in Marietta.
General Harmar was offering a reward for his apprehension. LieutenantJ(ingsbury, scouting the town, met him unexpectedly. Wetzel halted firmly in his path.
"Kingsbury, a brave man himself, had too much good will to
such a gallant spirit as Whetzel to attempt his injury, if he were
safe to do so," (Cist's retelling of Fowler's recollection). "He contented himself with shouting to him, 'Get out of my sight you
Indian killer!' and Lewis who was implacable only to the savages,
retired slowly and watchfully."
Fowler went back to Cincinnati in the summer of 179 I. Governor Arthur St. Clair had decided on an expedition against the
Indians. Fowler, knowing that the troops would be short of
rations, went along to supply game. He was dressing deerskins for
moccasins with his brother Matthew at Fort Hamilton when the
general appointed him an assistant surveyor under Captain John
Stites Gano. As a scout he accompanied the army on its October
advance. A few days later he learned that his brother had been
killed by Indians a mile from the fort he had just left.
Fowler was present at St. Clair's terrible defeat on November 4.
He remembered more than fifty years later, "I had never fired at a
man before, and while I was steadying my riRe, which shook in my
hands from the momentary excitement of the scene, one of the
Kentuckians in the rear fired . . . a perfect random shot. The
Indians sprang to their feet and disappeared in an instant."70
Fowler was not usually so eloquent. When he was on the river
with James Ferguson he poled his canoe "with great vigor." He
built a cabin at the point of the Licking and Ohio rivers (the site
of Newport, Kentucky)' He assisted General James Taylor, from
Virginia, in surveying a road from Newport toward Lexington in
1793; he kept a tavern in 1795; he held the first meeting of the
trustees of the Newport Academy in his house, September 21,
I 799; he bought land; he married a young widow, Esther (de Vie)
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Sanders, and brought up a family including at least two sons, Benjamin and Edward, and a daughter, Abigail.
Fowler was a quiet man living in a place Daniel Drake described
as "a drowsy village set in the side of a deep wood." His
biographer Charles Cist wrote, "Like Boone, Kenton, Brady, and
the rest of his compeers, he was rather taciturn of speech, and difficult to be led to speak of himself. His narrative of past events, especially those in which he bore a part, were [sic] always delivered
with a scrupulosity and caution in the statement of facts, such as
are not usually met with." When he was eighty years old he could
see to read without spectacles, all his teeth were perfect, he had not
a gray hair in his head. His step was elastic, and he could walk
down half the young dandies in the town.
With the outbreak of war in 18 I 2 Fowler entered service again
as a supplier for the army. During the next half dozen years he
traveled extensively, frequently working with Hugh Glenn. In
July 1812 he went as far north as Detroit. Later, in the summer of
18 I 4 he furnished rations for British prisoners of war, and during
the following winter he helped to supply the garrison at Fort
Wayne, Indiana. By the summer of 1816 he established a small
factory in Newport where he bought hemp and manufactured bagging for dried beans and tobacco.
As the post-war years brought about a removal of the military
frontier deeper into the West Fowler furnished bond for Glenn to
support his War Department contract in the spring of 1817. It is
probable that he drove the "Lambert and Dixon" beef cattle
through the western forests from Indiana to Fort Crawford, Wisconsin. In the summer of 18 I 8 he served as Glenn's agent at
Prairie du Chien and made a journey from that northern outpost
to St. Louis.
It was almost impossible for an energetic backwoods hunter
in those days to avoid becoming a farmer, river merchant, tavern
keeper, surveyor, land speculator, cattle driver, boat builder, and
manufacturer. Fowler worked at all of those occupations. 71
What motives led him to join Glenn on the trip in 182 I are
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unrecorded. The journal of the trip itself provides the only evidence. On June 14 he left Covington, Kentucky, with his brother
Robert and his Black map Paul. He may have had other men
with him, but none has been identified. Some weeks later he
reached Fort Smith where he stopped to visit the commander,
Major Bradford. On September 6 he set out from Fort Smith for
Glenn's trading house on the Verdigris. Thus far the trip had been
well arranged in advance.
IN ADDITION to Hugh Glenn, Jacob and Robert Fowler, and Paul
the party included from the beginning a French interpreter,
Baptiste Roy. He had been a trader on the Platte River in 1811.
During the war he was living at the French settlement of Cote
sans Dessein on the Missouri just below the mouth of the Osage.
When a band of Indians attacked, he and another man, with
several women, defended the blockhouse. Early in the skirmish
the other man was mortally wounded. Roy fired on the attackers
and drove off their first assault. The Indians circled around and
carne back with Raming torches which they threw on the roof. It
caught fire and threatened to burn the fort. The women climbed
to the top of the building and put out the fire while Roy held off
the enemy. They renewed the torch attack again and again and
each time met the same defense. When they had suffered enough
casualties they rode away.
Major Long visited Cote sans Dessein in July 1819, and was
not much impressed. He found that the town had a tavern, a store,
a blacksmith shop, and a billiard table. Roy, according to Long,
"did not seem to be greatly esteemed," having little to recommend
him but his personal courage. He joined Glenn's expedition, and
spent much time in Glenn's company. Fowler always referred to
him respectfully as Mr. Roy.72
Besides those five men the license issued by Major Bradford
named thirteen others. Only one, Louis Rivar, has been identified
beyond the evidence of the journal. He was probably a son of
Joseph Revoir, the recently murdered Osage farmer. The victim's
children had sought refuge at the Union Mission on June 24. 73
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In August the weather was extremely hot. Some of the hunters
quit camp and went to their homes. Others followed· their example. Fowler does not name them; they seem to have included
nine of the eighteen men listed in the license.
Although he had lost half his company Glenn was determined
to go ahead. To replace those who left he persuaded twelve others
to join the expedition. Two of them became leaders of hunting
parties in the mountains, Jesse Van Bibber and Isaac Slover. Not
much is known of Van Bibber. He was probably a son of Peter
Van Bibber, whose daughter Olive married Nathan Boone. 74 It is
possible that Jesse joined in St. Louis or somewhere along the Missouri as Glenn traveled west that way in June or July. Since he
was not named in the license of August 5 it seems more likely that
he joined later.
Isaac Slover was a farmer and Indian trader who lived two miles·
above· Bean and Saunders' salt works near the Illinois River. A
native of Kentucky, four years older than Glenn, Slover had
moved west several years earlier. In October 18 I 9 he guided the
young Reverend Epaphras Chapman from the site of the Union
Mission on the Neosho north through the forest to the American
settl~ments in Missouri. Chapman described' him as "a· good
hunter and woodsman."75
A third recruit was Nathaniel Miguel Pryor. A son or nephew
of Captain Nathaniel Pryor, ex-sergeant of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition, he was born near the Falls of the Ohio (Louisville) in
Kentucky between 1798 and 1805. Captain Pryor had a trading
house at the mouth of the Verdigris, and the younger man no
doubt lived with him or in the neighborhood. 76
Brawny, broad-shouldered Baptiste Moran, a fourth recruit, was
a pewcomer in the western country., During the preceding year he
had been ferrying displaced Indian families and their horses across
the Mississippi River. He was paid for that work at St. Louis and
Kaskaskia. 77
.
Fifth was Captain George Douglas. He ·was at Little Rock in
December 1820 when the Union Mission family, traveling northwest along the Arkansas toward the Neosho hired him. An active
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young man with plenty of experience on the river, he was able to
give the missionaries great help in their £irst difficult year.
In the spring of 182 I the Mission sent Douglas to Cincinnati
for much needed supplies, pork, bacon, vinegar, Hour, biscuit,
shoes,- mill irons, and a wagon. On his return to the West he
brought his boat and cargo down the Ohio and Mississippi and up
the Arkansas to the mouth of the Neosho shortly before July 12.
There he found that recent rains had brought such a Hood on the
smaller stream that he could not go up to the Mission, and he
stayed at the trading houses.
The missionaries waited for him. Soon they found wild turkey,
venison, and buffalo a diet too rich and strong for their stomachs.
They sent some of their brothers down the Neosho to the trading
houses at the Arkansas to pack up potatoes for planting, and to
bring them bacon. The brothers returned on July 15. The day was
Sunday, and for violating the day they were taken to task. They
defended themselves by pointing out the urgency of the Mission's
need, and by describing the evil life at the trading houses. Their
explanations were enough.
The next morning the missionaries discovered that a small boat
they kept on the river near their house was missing. They guessed
that it had been swept away by the high water, and sent out a
searching party that went downstream all the way to the Arkansas.
The searchers failed to £ind the boat, but they found Douglas waiting for the water to recede. On Saturday evening, July 2 I, Captain
Douglas arrived at the Mission with a boatload of supplies and
with information about the missing boat. It was £ifteen miles
farther down the river. Within another day or two'he helped the
missionaries recover it. Before the end of the next week he helped
them also in their attempt to dig coal from a vein along the
'
Arkansas.
Among their many problems the missionaries were greatly in
need of workmen, and they looked with interest at Douglas' crew.
The young boatmen came to their religious services and listened
attentively. They made such a favorable impression that the missionaries hired four of them at $ 15 a month. Douglas himself was
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probably staying at the Mission when Glenn stopped there. Glenn
told him about the expedition to the mountains. He was interested
in it, and joined. 78
A sixth recruit was Eli Ward, a friend of Captain Douglas, and
perhaps one of his boatmen. An energetic, quick-tempered, and
decisive young man with a sense of style, he was later the cause of
some difficulty with the Indians.
Baptiste, Peno (or Pino) was evidently an independent and
trustworthy man. Peno, the two other French hunters, Jacques
Bono and Joseph Barbo (who are not directly associated with each
other in Fowler's account), and an American, Richard Walters
were among the eighteen men named in the original license. ,
Nine of the men named in the license (Glenn, the Fowlers,
Paul, Roy, Peno, Bono, Barbo, and Walters) and six recruits
(Van Bibber, Slover, Pryor, Moran, Douglas, and Ward) brought
the number to fifteen. Five more Americans of whom nothing is
known at present beyond the account in the journal raised the
number to twenty: Findley, Dudley Maxwell, Lewis Dawson,
Taylor, and Simpson.
A twenty-first man completes the roster. He was not listed by
Fowler in the opening pages of the journal, nor was he mentioned
at the time Glenn overtook the party on the fifth day (September
29). His existence has been discovered through a comparison of
the names and occasional numbering Fowler gives. He is known
only as "Glenn's boy Baptiste," the name by which he is designated at the close of the trip in the records of the American Fur
Company, and .by which Fowler mentioned him in his last pages.
In Mayor June 1821, probably some time after Glenn reached
St. Louis on his return to the Verdigris, a party of eleven men left
the city on their way to Mexico. They were led by John McKnight
and Thomas James. McKnight had picked up some interesting
reports from Peter Baum, a member of the Chouteau-De Mun
expedition of 18 I 7, and from one 'of General Zebulon Pike's men
:who had recently been released or escaped from jail in Santa Fe
and made his way back toSt. Louis. Those reports encouraged him
to believe that his brother Robert might be alive somewhere in
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Mexico. Robert McKnight had been imprisoned by Spanish authorities in 1812, and all the efforts of the government in Washington to obtain his release had failed. 79
John McKnight wanted to go to Mexico to find his brother, and
to have him freed. He proposed to Thomas James, a trader, that
they go together. James, who was facing bankruptcy, agreed. He
loaded a keelboat with trading goods, and laid in a quantity of
powder and lead, Rour, biscuit, and whiskey. They collected nine
"young and daring men, eager for excitement and adventure,"
went down the Mississippi and up the Arkansas, and reached
Little Rock. At the territorial capital James got a license to trade
with the Indian tribes on the Arkansas and its tributaries; and they
continued up the riverto Fort Smith.
There the James-McKnight expedition stopped for a few days.
Major Bradford examined their license. Bradford and his wife,
James wrote in his memoirs a quarter of a century later, "treated
us with the utmost kindness and hospitality, and on [our] leaving,
presented us with a large supply of garden vegetables, [and] with
a barrel of onions, which we were not to broach until we had killed
our first buffalo, when we were enjoined to have 'a general feast in
honor of old Billy Bradford.' " It was then August. 80
A third expedition was organized at Franklin, Missouri, by
William Becknell. On June 21 Becknell advertised in the Missouri
Intelligencer of Franklin for seventy men "to go westward for the
purpose of trading horses and mules and catching wild animals of
every description." He gathered a few men near Franklin and
started west on August 4. They crossed the Missouri River at
Arrow Rock (Saline County) on September I. Continuing southwest they reached the Arkansas River on September 24, and then
headed westward up the Arkansas toward the Rockies.
Glenn, who was the first of the three to leave his starting point,
rode from St. Louis toward St. Charles, and then westward along
the Missouri. When he came to the Osage River he turned southwest along that tributary. On July 12 he overtook the Reverend
Nathaniel B. Dodge and the Great Osage Mission Family about
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175 miles above the mouth of the Osage, and then continued
southwest toward his rendezvous.
Sixty miles north of the Verdigris trading house Chief Clamore
of the Osage and his people returned to their village from an expedition to their hunting grounds during June and July. About
the time Major Fowler left Fort Smith, or a day or two earlier,
Major Bradford left his headquarters to visit the Indian town. His
purpose was to persuade Clamore and his Osage chiefs to remain
at peace with the Cherokee.
On Wednesday, September 10, Brother Vain rode over from the
Union Mission to the Osage village. The next day Major Bradford
arrived from Fort Smith. Perhaps Glenn, who had already taken
part in these diplomatic negotiations a few months earlier, rode
with him. When Bradford arrived Brother Vaill "thought it best
not to remain." The Mission "Journal" noted that "before he left
the village, some valuable goods belonging to a: trader were stolen
out of Clamore's lodge. The old Chief was greatly grieved at this
occurrence." The journalist added, "Some of his young people
are prone to this vice, and it is not in his power to restrain them."
Thomas James and John McKnight meanwhile had left Fort
Smith in August, and had gone up the Arkansas past the Illinois,
the Neosho, and the Verdigris to the Cimarron. Traveling by boat
they went thirty miles west up that stream. The water in the
Cimarron was so low, however, that they were not able to go
farther. At that season there was no prospect for a rise in the river.
They returned four miles downstream to the crossing of an Osage
trail. From that point James sent three of his men east along the
trail to the Osage village.
In five or six days the men returned with forty Osage Indians
and Captain Nathaniel Pryor. James and his brother, together
with John McKnight and a Spaniard named Mesa, took some
trading goods and returned with Pryor and the Indians to the
village where they arrived two days later. There they met Major
Bradford, Glenn, and Captain Barber, an Indian trader from the
mouth of the Verdigris.
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James, in his recollections, wrote that he proposed to Glenn that
they travel in company to the Spanish country, "but he appearing
averse to the arrangement, I did not urge it upon him." Glenn
had his own plans, which did not include the Spanish country.
Major Bradford explained the policy of the government to the
Osage and did what he could to preserve peace. On September 15
the Indians held a war council. Chief Clamore gave their reply to
Bradford. The commandant returned to Fort Smith to prepare a
message to the Cherokee, and on September 21 sent them a
message asking them to meet him in council.
James remained in the Osage village several days trading with
the Indians. Then he returned with his companions tp th~ Arkansas, and cached some of his Rour, whiskey, and other heavy goods
near the river. The next day Captain Pryor came up with a party
of Osage going out on their fall hunt. James showed him where he
had hidden the goods. He packed the rest on his horses; and he and
McKnight and their men traveled with Pryor and the Indians up
the Arkansas toward the hunting grounds. The village of Clamore
was deserted.
Glenn returned brieRy to the Verdigris trading house. About
September 21 he rode north again, this time to the Union Mission.
A little later one of his men,Findley, also rode north. On Tuesday,
September 25, Major Fowler with the rest of the men left the
trading house, and the trip to the Rockies was under way.S!
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PART II, 1816-1824

a few c9mparative1y tranquil years relations between
Navaho and New Mexican deteriorated again in the summer-of
18 I 6. The settlerS'at Cebolleta were scared. In August Captain
Bartolome Baca, alcalde at Belen,
, informed the. alcalde of Albuquerque that he was marching .with his militja·company to protect Cebolleta from the threat of Navaho attack. 1 Late in September Laguna alcalde Jose Vicente Ortiz' repOrted to Governor
Pedro Marla de Allande' that fifteen Navaho' had called on Fray
Mariano Penon, asking him to teIr the govenior that they were
leaving their farms along the so~t~ side of Mt;:'.'Xaylor, at Encinal,
San Jose, and Cubero. They warit.ed a paperfOrbidding Spaniards
to appropriate their land during -thel~ absence. These Indians were
goingto take refuge at Canyon de Chelly for fe.ai', they said, of the
Comanche. 2
,
The trouble had begun ·earlier that summer. On August 4
Governor Allande wrote to Commandailt Genebl Bernardo Bonavia y Zapata about!l friendly visit which JuanJucero had made
to the Comanche nation. ·On the si~fee~th ~e wrote again, saying
that Comanche had attacked Nayaho. The New 'Mexico governor,
Bonavia replied, should warn the'militiacaptains'iand local officials
to stand by to act as the moveIllehtsohlle' Comanche or any other
Indians might require.
AFTER

.
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The commandant general recognized the perils of the situation,
for New Mexico lay between the two tribes. He ordered Governor
Allande to summon Comanche captains and the general of the
Navaho to Santa Fe and to endeavor to reconcile their differences.
The Comanche must be made to realize that it was breach of their
friendship with the Spaniards to go through "our own pueblos"
to attack the Navaho, who were also friends of the Spaniards. On
the other hand, Navaho suspicion that New Mexicans had countenanced Comanche hostility was unfounded, and there was no
excuse for them to retaliate upon the people of the pueblos through
which the Comanche had passed. Bonavia hoped to convince both
parties of Spanish impartiality so that New Mexico could count
upon Navaho aid in case the Comanche continued to misbehave.
Allande was to.1eave no doubt that the moment either tribe broke
the faith, it would be forced to respect the armed might of the
King.
In case the Comanche were thinking of allying themselves with
their eastern kinsmen, or with "the rebels and Americans," they
should be warned that
any offers and gifts the former may make are not intended for their
benefit, but to place them under obligation to be disloyal to us, thus
making it possible for them to steal horses to take to the Americans.
These Americans act in very bad faith, and their only aim is to take
their lands and property from them and to finish them off little by
little. If it were possible for these Comanche to go to the United
States, they would see the proof of this truth. They would find no
Indians there because the Americans have caused them to disappear,
as they intend to do with them and all those whom they can win
over. This has been the reason which has forced some tribes of the
New Orleans territory to come to settle in ours.

In view of the Comanche's unlicensed entry into Spanish
territory to attack other friends of the Spaniards, a real insult,
further gifts to them, such as Lucero had taken, would be a sign
of weakness. It was essential to preserve "the decorum of the
armed might of the King our Lord."3
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Meanwhile, on August 20 a Navaho called Salvador went to
Ignacio Maria Sanchez Vergara, alcalde at Jemez, complaining
that Comanche had stolen Navaho horses. Salvador said that because the settlers of the RIO Abajo had moved their animals, the
Navaho suspected that something was afoot. They had sent him
to find out the truth. The alcalde and Interpreter Antonio Garda
assured Salvador that the Spaniards were in no way involved in
Comanche depredations. The Indian seemed inclined to accept
this, but he wanted the governor's word as well. Sanchez Vergara
promised that he and Garda would take the governor's reply to
the Navaho who were awaiting the results of Salvador's mission.
Allande responded that he had already sent a message for the
Navaho making it clear that "I consider them my sons and
friends, and that I have been distressed by the harm the Comanche
have done them, but that neither I nor anyone belonging to this
province was warned in time to forestall the Comanche."4

NAVAHO raided herds in the RIO Abajo the next year, 1817, but
details are lacking. Early in March 18 I 8 Governor Allande notified the alcaldes of Cochiti, Alameda, Albuquerque, and Belen
that Ute Indians accompanied by Navaho had run off horses and
killed stock in the Jemez jurisdiction. The alcalde of Jemez was
sending out a force, and Allande ordered the other alcaldes to
keep patrols of settlers and Indians out beyond where their animals
grazed. They were also to alert herders and shepherds that Navaho
were on the prowl. For the time being Allande could do no more,
because he was then readying a large force of soldiers and citizens
from the whole RIO Arriba to investigate a report by Apache Indians that a party of Americans was at the Arroyo de los Yutas. 5
It soon looked as if the Navaho were ready to break the peace
in earnest. At Lorna Parda in June a band of about seventy at-·
tacked a detachment of fourteen soldiers under Sergeant Mariano
Bernal on their way to garrison Cebolleta. The troops beat them
off and captured fourteen horses.6 A few days later Alcalde Sanchez Vergara wrote from Jemez that the Navaho were on the of-
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fensive. At San Migu~l on the upper· Rio Puerco they had killed
Juan Alire of Corrales in a gaming qU(1rrel and seriously wounded
four shepherds. They were steflling stock here ang. there. They
took the whole horse herd from don Luis Maria Cabeza de Baca's
Ojo del Espiritu Santo ranch.· Baca and his fifteen children had
received this grant in 18 I 5; it stretched from the crest of the Sierra
de Jemez on the east to the Rio Puerco,and the end ofMesa Prieta
on the west; and from Mesa de la Ventana in the north to Canada
de la Querencia and Antonio Armenta's ranch in the south. 7
But Navaho resentm~nt over grants in this area was nothing new.
During July 1818 New Mexicans found it difficult to appraise
the significance of such episodes. Was the whole Navaho nation
rising? or were a few malcontents responsible as they had been
before? Jemez Indians who had been among the Navaho at the
time of Alire's murder said that the tribe as a whole was not to
blame. On the basis of a scouting expedition from the Mt. Taylor
area to Zuni, Jose Vicente Ortiz, alcalde at Laguna, thought that
the depredations were the work of the "hungry thieves who roam
these parts." He offered to go to the Navaho leaders and do all he
could to persuade them to turn in the miscreants. This point of
view seemed reasonable at the time. Allande had sent Interpreter
Garda with eighteen Jemez, Zia, and Santa Ana Indians to question the Navaho leaders abo~t the motives for the murder, and to
have them bring in the culprits as they had promised to do in a
similar case in April 18 I 7 when two shepherd bQYs were killed. 8
About the same time Governor Allande was informed of trouble
to the north. Navaho Indians had killed Vicente Garda, a citizen
of SantaCruz, in the jurisdiction of Abiquiu. Navaho also got
away with four hundred sheep, two burros, and other animals.
from the Rio de las Gallinas, or· ArroY9 d~l Capulin. 9
It was becoming apparent that the situation was more serious
than many had wished to believe. When Interpreter Garda. met
Joaquin near Tunicha, this Navaho- captain told him that the
Navaho in general were rising against the New Mexicans. Allande
immediately notified Alcalde Ortiz that he was sending sixteen.
presidials to El Vadito pending ·the arrival of Captain ·Bartolorr£
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Baca and his militia company. He also told him to give the lieuten-_
ant alcalde of Zuni an escort so that he could return ther~ and
help the alcalde take precautions against Navaho raids. 10 At sunset on July 20 SanchezVergara saw smokes in the vicinity
of Jemez. He feared' surprise attack and went on the alert. Soon
qaptain Joaquin appeared with a brother and two nephews.Concealing his' suspicions, the -alCalde received his -visitors, with -the
usual courtesies and was· soon convinced of this Navaho leader's
loyalty and good will. Joaquirfhad corne to report that the Navaho
nation was preparing for war. He had tried to dissuade' them, but
in vain: Therefore he and his band had decided to withdraw and
to cast their lot with the Spaniards. According to Joaquin, the
hostile Navaho had gathered in force atCarrizo,-where they had
fortified themselves on mesas with Ute allies, and were raiding
from that base. He said that five or six detachinents attacking from
all sides could frustrate the rebels' plans. Joaquin's followers had
given him four days for his mission; he would await the governor's'
decision, but if he failed to return within this time, his people
would assume that he had been made a prisoner. l l
.
In late July or early August Captain Bartolome Baca gave Antonio Chavez the· aiq of twenty Acoma Indians, two militiamen,
and two citizens to· reconnoiter the area to which Navaho raiders
had :taken sheep stolen from "La Cebolla." They found no trace
of these animals, but did bring in 302 head that had strayed to
.Acoma; Not long after; another scouting party, operating a hun- ·
dred miles to the northeast, failed to pick up the'trail of Navaho
reported in the Valle Graride area. Nevertheless, the pueblos of
Santa Clara and San Juan were ordered to move their 'horse herds
to the east side of the Rio Grande.. M~tias- Ortiz at Cuyamungue
assembled a force of twohundfed cavalry and twenty-five infantry and awaited instnictioTls from Sarita Fe. 12
-,' A new governor, doh' Facundo Melgares, took office during thecritical summer of 18 I 8. Despite the storm clouds gathering over
New Mexico, the veteran soldier began his -tenn' with buoyant
optimism. lila series of letters to Commandant General Alejo:
Garda Conde; -written from Sarita: Fe in 'August; Melgares. told:
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what he was doing to humble the Navaho. First he had sent a
couple of Ute petty captains as emissaries to let them know how
distressed he was by their hostile acts. He wanted guilty Navaho
brought to him at once and the spoils returned. If they obeyed, he
would forget all the crimes they had committed to date. If they
refused this generous offer, he would march into Navaholand in
person and give them no quarter.
While he waited for a reply the governor ordered two patrols to
the Navaho frontier under presidial Captain Andres Gomez
Saiiudo and militia Captain Bartolome Baca "to repel any coward
among that canaille who might be intent upon contiiming his
rascality."13 On August 16 Captain GOmez Saiiudo, on his way
to aid Baca, wrote from the Vado de Piedra on the Rio Puerco
that he had word of Navaho stealing stock in that area. He immediately set out in pursuit. At the Rincon de Santa Rosa he ran
into Captain Baca, who had left home for Cebolleta on August 14.
After a siesta on the Rio Puerco, Baca and his men rode on. They
were scarcely out of sight over the next hill when a band of
Navaho swooped down and ran off a bunch of horses. The Navaho
prevented the herders from getting a message to Baca until the
following morning, when he too went after the thieves. At the
place where the captains met they noticed the trail of fifteen or
twenty Navaho with horses and cattle. Since it was old, they
decided to split up to continue the search. Just then two Navaho
came along driving nine or ten horses. When they saw the New
Mexicans they took off. Although they outdistanced the pursuers,
Baca acquired the horses. The patrolS remained in the field, and
on September 1 four of Baea's men, killed by Navaho, were buried
at Laguna. Meanwhile, news of repeated raids in the Zuiii area
reached Santa Fe. 14
The Ute captains came back with word that their mission had
failed. The ungrateful Navaho had declared that they would continue open warfare and resist invasion. Melgares acted accordingly. He prepared to march on September 1 at the head of a thousand men. He told the commandant general that he could lose no
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time in subjecting the Navaho because of rumors of foreign infiltration among the tribes north and east of New Mexico. When
he was on the point of leaving the capital, news from Taos
forced him to change· his plans.
At five o'clock in the afternoon of August 30, 1818, Alcalde
Juan de Dios Peiia of Taos received Melgares' orders for the Navaho campaign. At the very same hour word reached him that
"an American, formerly a soldier in our forces, called Manuel
Hernandez, had come from Anglo-American territory to Rio
Colorado, the first plaza of this jurisdiction." Hernandez claimed
that a multitude of "Frenchmen," allied with Kiowa and other
tribes, were assembling to attack New Mexico. Peiia detained
the troops scheduled to leave for the Navaho expedition the next
day, saying "here we are on the point of losing the province if we
pennit an hour'sclelay." He expected to hear from Melgares within twenty-four hours. In the meantime the alcalde sent for "the
American" and ordered the families at Rio Colorado and Arroyo
Hondo to come in to Taos. He dispatched a hundred good men
to reconnoiter the threatened frontier. 15
The following morning Melgares commissioned Lieutentant
. Jose Maria de Arce to investigate. Arce set out for Taos iInmediately. There he questioned Hernandez for twenty minutes before
sending him to Santa Fe. Although the lieutenant was sceptical
about Hernandez' tale and believed that even if it were true the
foreigners' plans would take some time to mature, he was going
out at Ol)ce with two hundred men to the Valle de Culebra to
guard the passes. From there he would send out a party to scout
the other side of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains as far as the Rio
Napestle. In view of the crisis in thenorth, he asked Melgares to
relieve the citizens of the Rio Arriba from Navaho campaign duty.
Indeed Arce was more than doubtful of Hernandez' veracity. He
pointed out that the man was an apostate who had deserted to join
the foreigners who had been tried the year before, and that he had
since been living with the Indians. He could well be playing a
double game. If so, and if the enemy intended to attack through
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other. passes,. Arce. believed that .small parties should be sent to
guard the frontier at Lode Mora and EI Vado, where they could
.alsospy on hostile Indians. 16 .
For the time being Melgares was obliged to cancel the Navaho
campaign. He clapped Hernandez in irons and had him questioned
at length. 17 On September 6 the governor wrote to the commandant general that in order to forestall any "insidia de los americanos
o insurgentes," without neglecting.the Navaho war, he had made
the following dispositions: He had mustered. all the manpower of
the. province, posting600 men at Taos underArce as the vanguard,
400 men with two pieces of artillery under G6mez Safiudoat EI
Vado as the center, and 800 men under Bartolome Baca on the
right bank of the Rio Grande as the rear guard to hold off the
Navaho. He had .issued the necessary arms and munitions "for
the formidable task of defending this province if any kind of
enemy tries to dispute our Beneficent Sovereign's undeniable right
to it." If the foreign menace proved minimal, Melgares' would
make two expeditions, one to the Plains to determine the actual
number of foreigners, the other to punish the Navaho. In another
letter of the same date he asked for two hundred cavalrymen and
infantrymen from Sonora and one hundred from Nueva Vizcaya
to stiffen the defense of New Mexico and to bring the wars to a
glorious conclusion. 1s
.The commandant general replied on September 22. He too
minimized the reports of the former Carrizalpresidial Hernandez.
Even if there were some truth in his "farrago of unrelated and
mostly exaggerated information," his mOtive was to clear himself
of earli~r charges of suspect' conduct. In' view of the evidence that
Hernandez had been involved.in the activities of "Muniy Sot6"
(Auguste P. Chouteau and Jules de Mun) he was to be held in
jail until further notice. The danger could not be as imminent as
he. claimed. How could the supposed American general have
achieved theallian'ce:with all the. tribes on the Missouri: River,
returned to report to his government, and gone back to undertake
the. "imagined expedition," all since May ? Such rumors were
,nothing new. A letter fromthe,§panish.c;oJ,lslJ! in the United
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States; a copy of which he had sent to Melgares,indicatedthat the
Americans were' not planning anything of the kind.
Certainly Melgares must not abandon the precautions upon
which ·the security of the northern frontier had always depended.
He was to continue to send out patrols in the guise of buffalo
hunters and traders to the·Kiowa and allied tribes, and to. the
Comanche on the east. But he must take advantage of this season
of abundant water and pasturage to humble "the perverse Navaho"
before they seized the opportunity to overrun the province. Melgares was to proceed with the Navaho campaign as planned, leaving
the well-qualified Arce as comandante de armas during his absence.
One hundred soldiers each from Chihuahua and Sonora were on
their way to N ewMexico by the shortest route. 19
The viceroy, Juan Ruiz de Apodaca, Conde de Venadito, agreed
that the Navaho campaign_must corne first. Nevertheless, while he
accepted his subordinates' appraisal of the Hernandez statement,
from his vantage point inthe capital he emphasized the need for
continued vigilance. He had received other reports of foreign
activity among the tribes. Meanwhile Arce's reconnaissance in
force far to the north produced nothing to support Hernandez'
story.20
' .

tomount his delayed Navaho expedition, Melgares
took the field in late October with a sizeable force, including
troops from Sonora.. During the 49-day campaign that followed
he chalked up a score of seven Navaho dead, two prisoners,and
the captureof20horses, 3 mules, and 2,300 sheep. Aided by bad
weath~rthe Navaho had eluded him; "fleeing on the highest
p~aks." His attempts to attack them were in vain: One night the
Indians threw down jarrazos (lit. "great jars"; perhaps for jarazos,
~!spears:') wounding seven soldiers. Fortunately for them, a strong
north wind and the cloudy obscurity prevented them .from being
.seen and cut to pieces. 21. . ~~ ..
. According to an accoun.tof the 18 I 8 campaign written a generation later,~ Melgares. besieged a fortified stronghold of the
FREE AT LAST
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Navaho (perhaps Big Bead Mesa) for more than forty days
without success. This high, almost impregnable mesa had permanent water on top and caves in which the Navaho could store their
crops protected from the elements. 22
At this point the Navaho sent Melgares a cross and proposed
peace. He replied that they must render homage to the sovereign,
settle down in the "sierra de la nombre de la tribu," and make
restitution for ~he damage they had done, or the war would continue. For the time being, however, the governor felt that it was
advisable to negotiate "because in view of the fact that they are an
Apache group in language, way of life, and characteristics, their
robberies and forays will continue to be a problem until their extermination." Had it not been for other circumstances Melgares
believed that he could have dealt definitively with the Navaho:
The country these cowardly heathen inhabit is limited and is
hemmed in by this province [N.M.] on the east, and by the Ute and
Hopi on the west. And in spite of their nomadic life, without homes,
or any kind of government, authority, or law, I do not believe that
it would be difficult for me (with the knowledge of their country I
have acquired by traveling in it with an observant eye) to destroy
them or force them to withdraw via the Rio Grande [San JuanColorado I which runs to California west of this province and of
their Navaho country.23

On January 12, 18 I 9, acting Commandant General Antonio
Cordero acknowledged receipt of Melgares' account of the
Navaho campaign. "Although greater success would have been
desirable, I realize that the season of the year, the locality, and the
circumstances regarding these Indians do not favor achieving it."
He approved the governor's reply to the Navaho and said that because of conditions in the province Melgares should make every
effort to secure peace, even reducing the requirements if necessary.
Cordero transmitted the information to the viceroy the following
day, reiterating his belief that peace with the Navaho was essential. The viceroy agreed. 24
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Nevertheless, according to Melgares, "after diplomatic and
kindly negotiations with the perfidious Navaho" these Indians
killed a Laguna and stole'some horses. The governor planned to
attack the tribe from all sides. "I do not believe that it is humanly
possible for them to escape ruination or flight to the other side of
the Rio Colorado which empties into the sea at California,' in
which case we shall be rid of this troublesome neighbor."25
On January 29 the governor ordered the alcalde at Santa Cruz
de la Canada to assemble two hundred men. Three days later he
learned that a horde of Navaho was headed for the Rio Abajo. He
sent an urgent warning to the alcaldes of Alameda, Albuquerque,
and Belen in the hope that they, with the citizens of these districts
and their militia captains, might teach the hostiles a lesson. 26 The
governor himself 'then marched into Navaho country for the
second time.
Melgares was in the field 'on February 17 when the alcalde of
Zuni sent a message that five Hopi Indians had come to ask the
aid of the New Mexicans against the Navaho. The governor sent
a detachment, which: attack~d' Navaho in the Hopi pueblos of
Walpi' and Teg~a. The soldiers killed some of the intruders and
. put the rest to Hight, thus showing the' Hopi with what alacrity
the Spaniards would respOnd when Hopi well"being and tranquillity were at stake. As soon as he returned to Santa Fe in March the
governor dispatched five emissaries to Hopi from Sandia, probably
descendants of the' Hopi or Rio Grande Pueblo refugees settled
there in the mid-eighteenth century. Melgares was delighted and
hoped to be able to send two friars "to complete the work," for
never since the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 had the Hopi "asked for
aid from New Mexico, perhaps fearful because of their crime" or
of being subjugated." He was convinced that heat long last could
make them realize "how much they have lost, how many humiliations they have suffered from the Navaho and other tribes because
they were not under the auspices of the one 'true God' and the king
our lord."
During this second Navaho campaign Melgares' troops had
killed thirty-six, made twenty prisoners of 'both sexes, and ca.P'"
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tured considerable :livestock,' which was divided up and eaten.
Leaving a-small-force in the. field under Captain 'GOmez Sanudo,
Melgares had led the rest back to Santa Fe, 'arriving about March

18.27
: 'Once more the Navaho sued for peace. From the New Mexican
point of view it was high time. Not only were there reports of
foreign activity on the Plains and in the Rockies, but ever since
.l8-! 0 the troubled state of the viceroyalty had resulted in neglect of
the frontier military. Even wages for the troops in New Mexico
were in arrears. The burden of supporting the presidials on campaignhad to·be assumed, at least in part, by voluntary subscriptions from the locaLcitizens. 28 Peace on the western front promised
some hope of respite:
Chief Joaquin and his followers came into Jemez on March 31,
:1819, tonegotiate~Presenting Rafael Montes with a cross, they
handed over four New-Mexican captives, two from Cebolleta, one
from Sauzal, and one from Atrisco. Joaquin had a black mule he
said belonged to the governor, but he did not give it up because
they had all been riding the one animal. Montes asked Melgares
to give Joaquin the pinto horse and mare taken from the Indian's
brother when he was captured at Zuni. JoaquIn offered to bring
in the .two remaining captives in return for the favor he was asking.
Montes"sent a soldier on to. Santa Fe with the message and the
cross;:29 ,
Melgares replied the Jollowing day, saying that he had decided
to:grant a truce, He would goor,send representatives to the Cerro
CabezoiI to draw up terms; and would leuhe Navaho know the
date so that: alLthe tribe -rriightassembJe to hear them. He sent
Joaquin a commission . as captain so that both Spaniards and
Navaho' might knowhow his services were appreciated. The Indian was to take the news -to -his people and -let them know that
theywere'llow free-to c;ome and goat Jemez-,-and that they were
not'to ·rouse'Melgares' ire again; 30
'.::Ten'days later five Navaho came'to Jemez from the Mesas de
Chaca to buy maize. Montes consulted the governor, not 'knowing
whethen,heshould ;allow these Indians to' go on to' trade with
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other'pueblos. Melgares replied that for the time beirigthey could
go only to Jemez; .since there were no interpreters elsewhere; misunderstandings .might arise}l .
"". ' i . ' "
"
'
When Governor Melgares conveyed the gratifying news to' the
commimdantgeneral' on April' 18; he said that the Navaho, would
already have been living 'in pueblos.as vassals of the; crown ifth~
news of "the ambitious Anglo-Americans on i::the north :1t the
conBuenceofthe Rochecon[Roche Jaune], or Piedra Amarilla, had
notptevented jt." Now that he had harried them throughout their
land they had come "more'humble than ever. ' . . . ' For all this;
blessed be the Lord of Hosts, Who so obviously protects the arms
ofthe king ourlord/'."Fullof jOY','1.' lie boasted that not a shot was
to be heard on the entire line, nor was there a single enemy of the
king. The commandant general.and ,the viceroy commended 'the
able interim governor of New Mexico. Both were confident that he
would use excellent judgment in drawing up' a, treaty with the
Navaho. He would,of course, remit it to ,Mexico City for approval, and the viceroy suggested a stipulation that the Navaho be
required to give hostages as a guarantee 'of ,good faith. 32 , .
: ., During the Navaho'war :settlers in the more vulnerable local~
ities.had Ied-.an uneasy life'., NewMexi~ans"hadbeen moving
the region beyond Abiquiu Jormore than.a,decade. On August I,
I 806,~ Goyernor. ReaLAlen6ister approved. the San -Joaquin, del
Canon del Rio de Chama grant, about four leagues west 'of
Abiquiu, .to .FranCis~o'-Salazaf, '. ensign' in .the local 'militia;'his
brothers, and twenty·eight other 'poor and- liridless petitioners:
Early in 1808 Juan Bautista Valdez :andnine :others received :the
Gan6ndeSanMigueLEPedemale~);;grarit near. Abiquiu: POS7
session :was. givemto thirty-nine' settlers .0nMarch,· i: of. thatyeaI::
From,Bine, to, time, the Nav:aho;drove:the: early .settlers away, but
they always returned: The settlers at San;Joaquin,abandoned their
holdings during the war,and-:inApril :1.8'19 they appealedJor mili7
tary support to enable them to return.and plant their crops. ,Govei;nor Melgafes replied that the danger was oyer; because the enemy
had asked .for peace. 3 3 . , " " >'. ',. "".:.:'. ~.. ".'," .. ' ':y
;~: :The formal treaty, was 'sighed: at':Santa'H~:onAugusf 21., ",1 8i9;

in
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by Melgares, with the marks of Joaquin, caudillo principal; Gorda,
for the cacique; and Vicente, Salvador, and Francisco, captains.
The terms were not substantially different from those of earlier
treaties. As ,usual, there was to be a "general" of the Navaho nation, preferably Joaquin because of his character and loyalty to the
Spaniards, with subordinate captains of the several "families or
factions." The Indians were to cultivate the land and provide for
themselves. Known Navaho transgressors were to be taken to the
governor for punishment. Complaints against New Mexicans
were to be referred to. the government, which would punish the
delinquents and award damages if necessary. As for the lands
heretofore used by the Navaho: "The boundary remains as before
without change as far as Cafi.6n Largo, the mouth of Chaco Canyon, and Agua Azul, to which the livestock of the province has
ranged in past years when, happily, peace reigned, and to which
it shall now go, without passing the limits specified."
On certain points this treaty differed from earlier ones: The
general of the Navaho must live as near as possible to Jemez for
the prompt dispatch of business between Navaho and Spaniard.
The Spanish authorities may have been thinking of closer observation and control of the Indians, even though one of the interpreters
already lived at Jemez. In order to ensure the peace, "four youths
shall live as hostages in this capital [Santa Fe] and shall be released
each year, or after a shorter period, in exchange for an equal number, at the discretion of the Navaho generaL" To show their good
will, the Spaniards would hand over a number of Navaho held
captive in Santa Fe once the treaty was put into effect. Another
clause enjoined the Navaho to respect the persons and property of
the Hopi, "in view of the fact that this government is taking them
under the protection of our kind sovereign, in whose shadow they
have taken refuge."34

JUDGING from the lack of documentation to the contrary Melgares'
1819 peace with the Navaho lasted nearly two years. During this
respite on the western front the governor of New Mexico did
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what he could to improve the defense of the province and to investigate rumors of American activity. New Mexican patrols
ranged as far as the Yellowstone,s5 Melgares also kept -informed
about the internal unrest in New Spain. By July of 1821-the
month the army deposed Viceroy Conde de Venadito-Navaho
and New Mexican were at it again.
On July 6, 1821, Alcalde Jose Joaquin de Montoya complained
to Melgares. Landholders in his jurisdiction, fearful of Navaho
raiders, had moved away in violation of the commandant general's
order of September 16, 1804, which forbade the abandonment of
frontier points on pain of loss of property and lands. The burden
of defense was too much for the few poor people who remained
behind. The alcalde urged that the defectors be forced to return,
even without their families. Melgares replied that the commandant
general's ruling held, provided there was nothing to the contrary
in the 1820 Ley Constitucional. 36
Late in July the governor ordered the constitutional alcalde of
Santa Fe to send forty fully armed men with provisions for a
month to Captain- Bartolome Baca at Cebolleta to serve as cavalry
against the Navaho. At the end of a month they would be relieved
by a like number so that the burden of this seI;vice would be distributed equitably. Volunteers might join if they wished, and perhaps would profit from booty.37 Late in July-militia Captain Juan
Antonio Cabeza de Vaca led an expedition of two hundredtwentyfive men from Jemez, but the record of their accomplishments, if
any, is missing. 3s In late September Captain Francisco Xavier
Chavez campaigned against the Navaho, killing twenty-one braves,
making seven captives of both sexes, and taking four hundred
horses and 2,1 12 sheep. Moreover, he laid waste the Navaho maize
fields and drove the Indians from the Sierra Tunicha, "su iglesia,
mas de cien leguas de su centro."39
On October 3, 1821, Juan Armijo set out from Cebolleta with
an irregular force of militia and Indian auxiliaries from the Rio
Abajo. -His account of this expedition vividly portrays the day-today problems that plagued such operations against the Navaho.
The first night he camped at the paraje of San Lucas in prescribed-
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military order. Obviously the local citizens did riot regard this
enterprise ~ith unqualified enthusiasm. Some of them had drawn
up a statement expressing, their, resentment because the number of
men .specified ,by" the, governor ". had not been raised. Francisco
Armijo of Belen, presented this to Juan Armijo just as he was
about to march on ,the fourth. When, Juan refused to' accept it,
Francisco'wheeled around shouting that he was not going on the
campaign and that he would defend all who' followed him. Although Juan Armijo ,now had only the Indian auxiliaries and the
deserters' officers, he went on to the paraje of the Siete Ojos, where
he made camp. There Francisco Armijo returned with the deserters, saying that he had taken pity on the wretched men, but had
repented his error. Be now volunteered to go to meet Juan Rafael
Ortiz and bring' up the supply train. Convinced of his change of
heart, the commaridergave him sixty men for this task.
When Francisco failed to return by the appointed day, October
9, Juan marched to meet him, camping at the Canada de las
Cabras "in good order." On the eleventh, when he was ready to
proceed, don Francisco Pino of the alcaldia of Belen complained
thatalthough he was lieutenant of the milicia urbana, Juan Armijo
had not made him his ayudante but had conferred the honor on
don Manuel de Turrieta, alferez de milicias arregladas. Pino
handed his force over to Arrnijoand departed~followed by all
his, men who had plotted this action the night before. Armijo
stated that· the reason was not so much the slight to Pino as the
men's fear of entering Nava.ho country with '3 small untrained
force.
Desertions arid insubordination did not deter Juan Armijo. He
went on to the,Canada de la .Rica, whereheinet Francisco Armijo
and the supply train hand~,d over by Ortiz at "la·Pena'Blanca, farm
ofthe Navaho Cayetano.'! On the same'day Juan gave Francisco
six-men to pursue'the deserters, whom they overtook atCebollet::i':
Pinoand his subordinaJes Juan and Rafael Baca::wereadamarit;.
~llt:the otherdesertersrejoinedthe expedition:; which set out aga.in
on theJifteenth, with the culprits on foot, shoulderingtheirweap"
ons, aspunishrrient.By forced marches lasting well.into, thenigKt
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they now. pushed on via the Canones de'.la Agua Chiquita;, the
Canon de la Mesa Quemada, andthe Canones de la Agua Salada;'.;
reachipg the edge of the Chuska Valley oI}eOctober 18., Here: they.,
found a track leading ·"contra la'SierraMesasd~1 Ojo .del Joso."
At eleven o'clock on' the ,nineteenth they' surprised ,the ,Navaho;
killing seven. The Indians Red, with three of the bodies, so :only
four pairs of ~ars served ,as testimony tovictory.,The NewMexi-~
cans, who suffered no casualties, took a nursing infant"sei~edthe
foodstuffs, ca,pturedfive horses and killed two, Arrilijocouldno
longer resist the complaints of his hungry, men, "those who 'performed this service being qrawn,from the'poorest classes in their:
districts."40,
The presidial troop entered the field ipo,Decembet, but,the;
"humbled" Navaho did not want to fight. Qnce,ag~in they asked,
for peace and agreed to go to Sant::i Fe to treat with the governor;41,
This led to a tragedy.
Representatives of the tribe, on their,way. to meet Governor
Melgares, received what appeared to he il friendly welcome' at
Jemez. Behind the scenes"however, the people of Jemez"and
Cochiti had conspired against the Navaho.' Under the .leadership
of Alcalde Juan Antonio' Baca they fell :upon -the Jndiansand
clubbed thirteen to death;42 The Navaho appealed to the governor.
for justice and the culprits were tried and sentenced., Although, the
sentence W;lS confiqned by the superior authorities, petitions for
pardon were forwarded to Mexico City. The case was referred to
the Mexican Congress in. March "1824. ~heguilty men went
free. 43
While this doleful event ran its judicial course Mexico achieved
independence; In accordance. with the Plan de"Iguala, all inhabi~,
tants of the former viceroyalty of New Spain, whether Europeans;,
Africans, or Indians, were toenjoyfullstatus a,s citiZens, in_eluding
protection of their ;property rights. The Navaho; however, were"
neither aware oEnor able to grasp the significance' of this.guar-.
antee. So, early inl 822" while ,New Mexicans ·were' celebrating:,'
the:.new order, Navaho tribesmen. wrought havoc.. According: to.
'FH.Wnas James,a·disdainful American observer in Santa;:Fe:, ' '"
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They killed all ofevery age and condition, burned and destroyed all
they could not take away with them, and drove away the sheep,
cattle and horses. They came from the south directly towards Santa
Fe, sweeping everything before them, and leaving the land desolate
behind them. They recrossed the Del Norte below Santa Fe, and
passed to the north, laid bare the country around the town of T oas,
and then disappeared with all their booty.

Governor Melgares called out the militia. The same observer, who
"preferred to be a spectator in such a war," favors us with a typically gringo view of Melgares and his tatterdemalion company:
Most of them were armed with bows and arrows. A few had guns
that looked as if they had been imported by Cortez, while others
had iron hoops fastened to the ends of poles, which passed for
lances.

The governor, followed by his adjutant, reviewed this motley assembly on foot. "Five feet high, nearly as thick as he was long,"
Melgares "still seemed big with the fate of New Mexico." But "the
blood-thirsty Navahoes . . . had returned in safety to their own
country."44
On March 8 a pioneer American trapper recorded "that the
Spanierds Have Sent 700 men against the nabeho Indeans." On
May I he wrote from Taos:
.
We Ware Informed that Spanish army Had Returned that they
Had taken one old Indean and Some two or three old Horses that
Ware So poor the Nabeho Cold not drive them up the mountainsfor it appers the[y] Went up the Steep mountain and Role down
the Rocks on their Pursurs So that the[y] Ware Compled to discontinu the pursute. 45

changes in civil and military functions
resulted in confusion. It was difficult to know from one day to the
next who held a particular office and what his authority was.
UNDER THE NEW REGIME
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During 1822 Melgares, Francisco Xavier Chavez, and Lieutenant
Colonel Jose Antonio Vizcarra exercised civil and/or military
authority, as dictates from Mexico reached Santa Fe. Vizcarra
succeeded Melgares and Chavez in the combined civil and military
command on December 21, 1822. Authority was divided again by
decree of July 19, 1823, and Bartolome Baca became jefe politico
in September, with Vizcarra continuing as military chief.46
Soon after Vizcarra took over the united offices, the Navaho
problem drew him into the field. At Laguna on February 5, 1823,
he composed a four-point statement of appropriate terms for yet
another treaty: I) The Navaho should hand over all captives. 2)
Navaho prisoners should be returned to the tribe unless they preferred to become Christians. 3) The Navaho must surrender every
last thing they had stolen since the latest treaty. 4) The Navaho
should be strongly urged to accept Christianity an& to settle down
in pueblos established for them in suitable places. He requested
the opinion of the militia on this proposal.
Three days later at Paguate some forty New Mexican citizens
replied. Captain Bartolome Baca, who headed the list, said that he
agreed"with the governor, adding that any Navaho thief caught in
the act after the treaty should be killed on the spot, or imprisoned
if he surrendered. The rest followed Baca's lead; all signed the
statement.
On February 12 an agreement with the Navaho was signed at
the campo de Paguate by Vizcarra and by Captains Bartolome
Baca and Juan Antonio Sandoval in behalf of General Juanico
and his tribe. The Indians handed over the captives they had with
them. They protested the clause allowing the New Mexicans to
keep Navaho allegedly ready for conversion, but Governor Vizcarra
refused to cede this point. As for rep;uations, the Navaho claimed
that they were dying of hunger and could not possibly repay what
they were accused of stealing, although they did promise not to
offend again. As for the final clause, they had to consult the entire
nation and would reply within the four months dating from March
1.

47

The New Mexicans were not optimistic about the outcome,
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and drew up a plan for large-scale action against the Navaho: 1)
The governor would lead a thousand men into Navaholand; two
hundred would be stationed within the province to guard the
home front. 2) Local alcaldes were to provide replacements for
the whole force every two months. 3) The booty would be divided
pro rata among the men actually engaged in the fighting; as the
only permanent force, the campania veterana would be entitled to
receive the best horses and mules, since to be properly mounted
they needed a horse and a mule per man. 4) Even if there were no
booty for distribution at the time of the bimonthly replacement,
those who had not actually fought were entitled to none. 5) Onefourth of the spoils would be reserved for repairing arms and other
necessary military expenses. 6) Rightful owners of stock recovered
from the Navaho could claim animals bearing a known brand. 7)
Officers and unit commanders would receive double booty.48
Since, as Vizcarra had anticipated, the February agreement did
not bring peace and the Navaho were soon on the prowl again, he
wrote to the commandant general that he had resolved to march on
June 18 with fifteen hundred men for a four- or five-month campaign. During his absence don Francisco Xavier Chavez, primer
vocal of the provincial assembly and colonel of the militia, was to
act as jefe politico. 49
For ten weeks, from June 18 to August 31, Vizcarra hunted the
Navaho. Following every trace of the elusive enemy, he carried
the war west across the vast Black Mesa of present-day northeastern
Arizona, and north into Utah. After various minor encounters the
expedition reached First Mesa on July 17. As the governor had
heard, Navaho Indians, including Delgadito, had taken refuge in
the Hopi country with their livestock. Enlisting the aid of the
Hopi, he spent the next two weeks in a determined effort to clean
out all the Navaho in the area. In view of the Hopi appeal to
Governor Melgares in 1819, they must have been glad to be rid of
the Navaho. On the other hand, the presence of such a large
Mexican force in their territory was a mixed blessing. Limited aid
against the Navaho was one thing, but the risk of being subjected
themselves was the last thing they ever wanted.
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On August 8 Vizcarra attacked a rancheria of Paiute, mistaking
them for Navaho. Afterwards one of these Indians guided the
New Mexicans to the hiding place of Juanico, whose tracks they
found the same afternoon. They overtook him the next day. Certainly, after the abortive agreement, Vizcarra had no reason to
trust Juanico, and when the Indian shouted from above that he was
ready to talk, the commander retorted that he had come to fight.
In the skirmishes that followed the Navaho tactics were designed
to frustrate Vizcarra. Alternately attacking and retreating they
took advantage of their superior horses and their adversaries' preoccupation with rounding up stock, engaging in hand-to-hand combat with the small parties detached for this purpose. Finally, when
two officers and two soldiers were wounded, Vizcarra began his
withdrawal, still rounding up livestock. 5o
Navaho spokesmen now approached the alcaldes at Laguna and
Jemez. They wanted peace. Under the newly divided authority at
Santa Fe this raised the question of the treaty-making power and
the return of Christian Navaho captives. Jefe Politico Bartolome
Baca took the initiative by summoning representatives of the village ayuntamientos to the capital, and on October 2 I the majority
voted for peace. 51 Notes to the alcaldes instructed them to bring
together the Navaho made captive cluring the Vizcarra expedition.
The jefe polftico set up a meeting with the Navaho for December
2 to negotiate a treaty.
Colonel Vizcarra took exception to Baca's actions, claiming that
declaring war and making peace were prerogatives of the military.
The call for captives to exchange with the Navaho was wrong, for
they had been taken in legitimate war while the Indians had
stolen their New Mexican prisoners. Furthermore, "it is my belief," said the commander, "that if a liberal government like the
one we have adopted were to hand over to infidels individuals who
have entered our society, all or most of whom have received the
health-giving waters of holy baptism, we might as well go on supporting the despotic government of which we are now free." If
Baca persisted in holding the December 2 meeting at Isleta, Vizcarra would leave the capital November 25 and conduct it himself.
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If Baca wished to be present, he would meet him at Isleta. In the
meantime Vizcarra was reporting to the commandant general;
Baca could do likewise. 52
Baca responded from Tome on November 21. Vizcarra was
sadly mistaken if he considered that Baca had arbitrarily deprived
him of authority. The jefe politico was simply carrying out the
mandate of the province as a whole. "1 am very far from being
electrified by the heated expressions you have hurled at me in your
letter." He too was writing to the commandant general,53
The commandant general forwarded the conflicting opinions to
Mexico City. In the meantime Vizcarra twice addressed himself
directly to the ministro de guerra y marina. On December 17 he
said that the Navaho who had come to him asking for peace requested the return of those taken captive. Because most of these
were Christians, his conscience demanded that he refuse, but he
asked for instructions. A month later he wrote that he and Baca
had worked out a compromise. Nevertheless, in order to maintain
harmony, he needed a document defining in detail the authority
of his office. He believed that making war and peace fell within
his jurisdiction, but this was the chief point in dispute. 54
On January 20, 1824, fourteen articles of peace resulting from
the December meeting at Isleta were signed at Jemez by Vizcarra,
Baca, and Antonio "£1 Pinto," general of the Navaho nation:
I) The Navaho shall surrender all New Mexican captives and
any apostates living with the tribe. 2) The New Mexicans shall
return Navaho captives, provided they wish to go, ·since to send
back those who had received baptism or intended to was unChristian. 3) The point raised in article 2 has been referred to the
government in Mexico City. 4) Claims may be made against the
Navaho for robberies committed in violation of the truce they
themselves asked for at Isleta to give them time to consult their
nation. 5) The Navaho shall avoid any abuse with regard to the
horses stolen in time of war. The jefe politico has acknowledged
their ownership of said horses. The New Mexicans shall be
bound by this. 6) The jefe politico shall order the alcaldes
to pursue Navaho marauders and recover property; in case
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the Indians rejoin their rancherias, the petty captains shall
force them to give satisfaction. 7) If any New Mexicans rob
Navaho, the Indians shall ask for the aid of the local authorities;
the jefe politico shall order these officials to grant it, seizing the
culprits, making them return the stolen goods, and punishing them
accordingly. 8) Since these negotiations are undertaken in good
faith, the Navaho may propose all those stipulations consistent
with their way of life acknowledged on previous occasions. 9) In
accordance with the preceding article the Navaho are free to
appoint petty captains in their customary manner so that the latter
may exact fulfillment of these treaties. 10) These petty captains
shall be responsible for making the Navaho ranchos said to be
on the other side of the Sierra Datil rejoin the tribe, lest all Navaho
commit robberies, putting the blame on them. They shall report
the result of this effort so that the necessary measures may be
taken. 11) Since the known chiefs of the tribe, such as Juanico, £1
Chato, and Facundo, have conspicuously absented themselves
from the preliminary discussions, the petty captains appointed
shall urge them to join in as proof of their peaceful intentions. 12)
Once the Nay-aho ratify the peace they shall treat well any New
Mexican traveling through their country and shall put aside all ill
feelings towards their kinsmen who choose to remain with the
New Mexicans. 13) Since the nature of peace is to quiet old
grievances originating in time of war, both parties shall be obliged
to behave accordingly because of .the New Mexicans' generosity in
not charging the Navaho with the innumerable robberies they
have committed. 14) In accordance with the New Mexicans'
Christian duty they urge the pagan nation to embrace the Holy
Faith of their own free will. 55
The Navaho accepted the articles with little comment. As for
Article 1, they said they had only one captive, held by La Gorda;
he would be returned. With regard to Article 13, the Navaho did
not want the individuals who killed the thirteen Navaho at
Jemez subjected tc? further punishment after their long imprisonment. They had suffered enough. 56
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almudes of beans, and 130 strings of chile. SANM, nos. 28 I 2, 282 I.
29· Montes to Melgares, Jemez, March 31, 1819; AGI, Estado 33,
Mex., leg. 14.
30. Melgares to Montes, Santa Fe, April I, 1819; ibid.
31. Montes to Melgares, Jemez, April 10, 1819; ibid. Melgares to
Montes, Santa Fe, April 13, 1819; ibid.
32. Melgares to Cordero, Santa Fe, April 18, 1819; ibid. Garda Conde
to Melgares, Durango, May I I, 1819; ibid. Garda Conde to Venadito,
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Durango, May 15, 1819; ibid. Venadito to Garda Conde, Mexico, June
23,1819, ibid.
33. Canon de Chama Grant; S-G, BLM, no. 71. The Salazar brothers
had been living at their mother's rancho. When she died it was divided
among nine heirs living in other districts, and they had nowhere to plant
their crops. Cafton de Pedernales Grant; ibid., no. 113. Pedro Ignacio
Gallegos to Melgares, Abiquiu, April 10, 1819, and reply, April II, 1819;
SANM-BLM, no. 1282.
34. Garda Conde to Venadito, Durango, Sept. 20, 18 I 9, and T ratado
de Paz, Santa Fe, Aug. 21, 1819; AGI, Estado 33, Mex" leg. 14; printed in
the Gaceta del Gobierno de Mexico, tom. X, num. 144 (Oct. 27, 1819).
The viceroy had approved the treaty Oct. 26. Ten copies were sent to the
commandant general, who was to file two in Durango and send the rest
to Santa Fe, two to be filed and the remaining six dispatched to the
Navaho chiefs.
35. See Thomas, "The Yellowstone River." In October 1820 Alferez
Felipe Griego had taken part in an expedition "a los paises del Norte en
reconocimiento del derrotero que traia una division de los Estados Unidos
que mandaba el caudillo BenjamIn Offalen [O'Fallon]. Service record of
Griego, Santa Fe, Dec. 1821; MANM.
36. Montoya to Melgares, Jemez, July 6, 1821, and reply; SANMBLM, no. 1213.
37. Melgares to alcalde of Santa Fe, Santa Fe, July 16, 1821; MANM.
38. Estado general que manifiesta el numero de hombres reunidos en
este pueblo de Jemez para operar en la expedicion a Nabajo, Jemez, July
25, 1821; MANM. This troop was equipped with 136 escopetas, 3,5°°
cartridges, 150 lances, 155 bows, 3,625 arrows, 141 horses, and 126 mules.
39. Service record of Griego, Dec. 182 I.
40. Diario of Juan Armijo, Oct. 23, 1821; MANM.
41. Service record of Pedro Sandoval, Santa Fe, Dec. 31, 1844;
MANM.
42. W. W. H. Davis, El Gringo; or, New Mexico and Her People
(New York, 1857), p. 83, says that Baca was the ringleader, Jemez the
place, and the year 1820. Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, ed. by
Max 1. Moorhead (Norman, 1954), p. 199, places the crime at Cochiti.
An inaccurate German translation of Gregg's account of the massacre appeared in A. R. Thiimmel, Mexiko und die Mexikaner (Erlanger, 1848).
This unhappy event may also account for the following curious news item:
"The [Navaho] were not long since at war with the intendency of Santa
Fe, on account of the perfidy of the commander under whom they served
in an expedition against the royalists, near Durango. Fifteen of their
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chiefs had been murdered, and they abandoned the republican cause for a
time." The Natchitoches Courier quoted in Niles' Weekly Register, vol.
28 (July 9,1825). The Courier's reporter had left Santa Fe in August 1824.
43. Jose Antonio Vizcarra to the ministro de guerra y marina, Santa
Fe, Feb. 18, 1824, and reply, March 27, 1824; Archi~o Historico Militar
Mexicano, Mexico (AHMM), Secretaria de Guerra y Marina, D48I.3/27I.
Ministro de guerra y marina to the Mexican Congress, Mexico, March
27, 1824; ibid.
44. James, Three Years Among the Indians and Mexicans (Philadelphia and New York, 1962), pp. 95-96.
45. The Journal of Jacob Fowler, ed. by Elliott Coues (New York,
189 8), pp. 12 3, 137·
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6rdenes y decretos de la soberana junta provisional gobernativa, y soberanos
congresos generales de la naci6n mexicana, segunda edicion, 3 vols.
(Mexico, 1829), vol. 2, pp. 147-48.
47. Vizcarra, Puntos interesantes, Laguna, Feb. 5, 1823; MANM.
Dictamenes, Campo de Paguate, Feb. 8, 1823; ibid. Convenio, Campo de
Paguate, Feb. 12, 1823; ibid. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, vol. 2 (Cedar Rapids, 1912), p. 26, calls this preliminary
agreement a treaty.
48. Plan . . . con que debe formarse la guerra a la tribu Navajo
[Feb., 1823]; MANM.
49. Vizcarra to the ayuntamiento of Santa Fe, Santa Fe, June 17,
1823; MANM.
50. Vizcarra, Diario, June 18-Aug. 31, 1823; MANM; trans. and ed.
by David M. Brugge as "Vizcarra's Navajo Campaign of 1823," Arizona
and the West, vol. 6 (1964), pp. 223-44- The service record of Tomas
Martinez (and others) stated that Vizcarra's men killed 50 Navaho and
made 36 prisoners. Santa Fe, Dec. 1840; MANM. The death of Vizcarra's
soldiers in the unfortunate battle with Paiutes, Aug. 8, 1823, was certified
the following year. Chavez, Archives, p. 92. In 1875 Salvador Martin, referring to points in the Tecolote area of San Miguel County, testified that
the "El Pueblo" ruin lay "near the place where one Colonel Vizcarra in
about 1818 hada blacksmith shop, he being then a Colonel of Sonora or
old Mexican troops." Town of Tecolote Grant, S-G, BLM, no. 7. For a
favorable characterization of Vizcarra, see Fidelia Miller Puckett, "Ramon
Ortiz: Priest and Patriot," NMHR, vol. 25 (1950), pp. 269-7I.
5I. Bloom, "Mexican Administration," pp. 166-67.
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52. Vizcarra to Baca, Santa Fe, Nov. 17, 1823; AHMM, Guerra y
Marina, D48r.3/27I.
53. Baca to Vizcarra, Tome, Nov. 21, 1823; ibid. Baca to com. gen.,
Tome, Nov. 21,1823; ibid.
54.. [Com. gen.] to Baca, Durango, Dec. 17, 1823; ibid. Vizcarra to
ministro de guerra y marina, Santa Fe, Dec. 17, 1823, and Jan. 15, 1824;

ibid.
55. Tratados de paz, Jemez, Jan. 20, 1824; ibid. The plural "treaties"
was used presumably to demonstrate that both the military and civil chiefs
of New Mexico, Vizcarra and Baca, concurred. This Antonio el Pinto was
probably the son of the earlier one who during the 1780'S was won over to
a pro-Spanish position under the pressure of Anza's diplomacy and the
enmity that developed with the Gila Apache. Antonio el Pinto the elder
was killed by Apache in 1793. See Reeve, "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy,"
pp.224-34·
56. Contestacion a los artkulos; ibid. According to W. W. H. Davis,
"the case [against the thirteen alleged murderers] was kept in court until
1824 without any decision being made upon it, when the parties were set
at liberty. Ten years after, in 1834, these same men fell by the hands of
the Nabajos, by which it almost appears that Divine Providence inflicted
upon these murderers the punishment the authorities of the country had
failed to mete out to them." E1 Gringo, p. 84.
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WILLIAM BECKNELL AS A MOUNTAIN MAN:
TWO LETTERS

edited by DAVID J.

WEBER

~LLIAM BECKNELL'S arrival in Santa Fe 150 years ago, on November 16, 182 I, marked the beginning of the flourishing and
long-lasting Santa Fe trade. Becknell's reputation as the Father of
the Santa Fe Trail is well deserved. 1 Not only did he inaugurate
the "commerce of the prairies," he improved upon it. In 1822
Becknell led a second expedition which avoided Raton Pass, piOneering the shorter, more level Cimarron Cutoff and proving the
practicality of using wagons on the road to Santa Fe. 2 Becknell's
contribution to the Santa Fe trade has obscured the fact that he,
like many other Missouri merchants, also tried his hand at trapping in the beaver-rich streams of New Mexico.
Becknell's first, and perhaps only, Rocky Mountain trapping
venture occurred in 1824, only three years after the Santa Fe trade
had begun. By that time merchandise from Missouri was Hooding
the New Mexico market and Missouri merchants had sensed that
greater profits could be made by trapping. By 1824, streams in the
Rio Grande Basin were being depleted of beaver, so many wouldbe trappers headed northwest toward the Colorado Basin. Among
them were such well-known mountain men as :E:tienne Provost,
Peg-leg Smith, Antoine Robidoux, and William Wolfskill and
Ewing Young who had come to Santa Fe in 1822 with Becknell:3
Even before he left Missouri in 1824, Becknell had planned to
trap northwest of New Mexico. In mid-August, one of his neighbors reported that Becknell was "about to depart from Santa Fe,
accompanied by sixteen men. He intends to visit the Oregon before
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he returns."4 The Father of the Santa Fe Trail apparently had visions of opening still another road, but a Rocky Mountain winter
presented so many problems that, as we shall see, he abandoned the
idea.
Were it not for the two remarkable letters which follow, we
would know almost nothing of Becknell's trapping venture. He
wrote the first at Santa Cruz; near the confluence of the Rio Grande
and the Chama, on November 29, 1824, a few days before his departure. This letter, addressed to Governor Bartolome Baca, has
never been published in its entirety.5 Becknell told Baca of his
impending hunt, thanked Baca for a "lisance," promised to obey
Baca's instructions, and responded to the governor's inquiry about
other foreign trappers. Since trapping by foreigners in New Mexico
had been outlawed in 1824, Governor Baca had more than an idle
interest. Josiah Gregg reported that Baca granted trapping licenses
to foreigners "upon condition of their taking a certain proportion
of Mexicans to learn the art of trapping,"6 a requirement Becknell
seems to have met.
In the second letter Becknell describes his expedition. The letter
first appeared in the June 25, I 825 Missouri Intelligencer at Franklin, where Becknell then lived. 7 Becknell is vague about his route,
saying only that he started toward the Green River. Probably he
followed what came to be called the Old Spanish Trail, traveling
up the RIO Chama from Santa Cruz, crossing over into the drainage of the San Juan River, then perhaps ending up in what is today
southwestern Colorado in the area of Mesa Verde National Park,
or in southeastern Utah. The "Spaniards" he mentions probably
guided him. Becknell's letter to the Intelligencer indicates that he
had failed as a mountain man; indeed he says that the difficult winter "rendered trapping almost impracticable," and refers to his "unfortunate speculations." Nevertheless, upon his return to Missouri
the Intelligencer of June I I reported:
By the arrival of Capt. Becknell, from Santa Fe, we learn that the
company which left this place last summer for the purpose of trapping, have been successful [italics mine]. Three or four of the party
are reported as missing, and one was killed. The young gentleman
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who has thus fallen a victim to the hostility of the Indians, was
George Armstrong, the son of Mrs. Means, of this town, an amiable
youngman, . . .
We feel much regret in having to record this unhappy catastrophe.
The trade, however, in furs l;}nd merchandise to that country is still
carried on with increasing vigor, and promises the adventurer a rich
reward for his dangers and privations.

Becknell's letters require no further comment. They are clear
in themselves and are transcribed as faithfully as possible. Becknell's letter to Baca required some additional punctuation for clarity; it is one long unbroken sentence. The other shows that someone, perhaps the editor of the Intelligencer, Nathaniel Patten,
gave Becknell considerable editorial assistance, for literary skill
was not among his attainments.

Santa Crus Oct 29th 1824
To His Excelannce
govimorof
New mexico
Bartolar Mr Barker
Seur I have recvd the Usance you granted me by the amabel
preste [priest] of santa Cruse Manuel Radar and will Comply with
your orders and obay them punctaly. Thar is loaf us to gether all
amearican. Those men at Taus [Taos] I Have Nothing to Dew
with. What thaar going to Dew I Know not. As you Requested me
to Let you kn?w of any that wars gain to trape I Cante say
wheather tha ar or not. Tha Have sum trapes with them. If any
Cums within my notis I shal give you notis of them as you
requesid it of me. I shal be in Next June if nothing Hapins to us.
Your Exlantance wishus me to send you sum medison. I sende you
sum Rubarb and sum Campher. The Rubarbe you Can take at
any time what will Lyon the pinte [point] of a pocket Knif in sum
shuger and a spunful of Cold warter. You May Eaeght or drinke
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any thing Hot or Cold. The Best time to take it is of a night when
you go to Bed. It is not apecke [ipecac?] a gentil purge and wil
futufy the Stumak when in Bad order. The Campor you can
desolve in whiskey. Put a few dropes in a dram of whiskey in the
morning will Help the stumake very much. -I send you A few of
the gusawit Barks [Jesuits' bark, or camphor]. Put them in to a
botel of whiskey I quart in [illegible] and let them stand in the sun
for one or 2 Days and then drinke them as Biter [bitters?] in the
morning what you Like of them. The preste of santa Clarar wishes
to go to the united States with me next spring if it is agreabel to
your Excelances. My Friend Mr. Lagrand [Alexander Le Grand]
will translat this to your oner [honor]. I shal Cum an see you
when I Cum in from the woods. The winte[r] is aprochin so near
I Cante [find] time to Cum now but all orders from you Shal be
apentual [punctually?] obad [obeyed] by me from your oner Seur.
Your moste obedante umbil Sarvunte.
CAPT.

WM. BECKNELL

CAPT. BECKNELL'S TOUR

Mr. Patten,

If the following narrative of my late tour in the upper province
of Mexico, is sufficiently interesting to deserve a place in your
columns, you are at liberty to publish it.
On the 5th of November last, I left Santa Cruz with a party of
nine men, employed in my service, with a view of trapping on the
Green River, several hundred miles from Santa Fe.
In the course of my route towards the point of destination, I
passed through the gap in a mountain, which was so narrow as
greatly to resemble a gate-way. This mountain, which had the appearance of an artificial mound, was about three or four hundred
feet high, and not more than ten feet in breadth at the base. The
country here is poor, and only timbered with pine and cedar. I met
in this vicinity, several parties of Indians, who were poor and in-
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offensive. It was, however, reported that some of the Indians who
spent some time with us, afterwards committed murders upon the
persons of some of the engages of Mr. Prevost [:E:tienne Provost]
of St. Louis, and robbed the· remainder. We suffered every misery
incident to such an enterprise in the winter season, such as hunger
and cold-but were exempted from robbery. The flesh of a very
lean horse, which we were constrained to break our fast with, was,
at this time, pronounced excellent. But when his bones were afterwards served up, as a matter of necessity, they were not as well
relished, but had nearly proved fatal to the whole party. We
found to our cost, that our stomachs, although tolerably commodiously disposed, were not equal to the task of digesting bones.
You can readily imagine, that we were in that deplorable condition
where it would be justifiable to adopt the philosophy of the ancient
Romans, and giveodds to die. But such is not the practice of Missourians. Although we were forty days from settlements, the snow
three or four feet deep, and our small stock of horses, our principal
reliance for effecting a retreat, considered sacred, so that to have
eaten them would have been like dining upon our own feet, we
still contrived to supply our tables, if not with the dainties of life,
with food of the most substantial kInd. For instance, we subsisted
two days on soup made of a raw hide we had reserved for sealing
our moccasins; on the following morning the remains were dished
up into a hash. The young men employed by me had seen better
days, and had never before been supperless to bed, nor missed a
wholesome and substantial meal at the regular family hour, except
one, who was with me when I opened the road to Santa Fe. When
afterwards we were enabled .to procure. indifferent bear meat, we
devoured it in· that style of eagerness, which, on a review of our
operations at this time, very forcibly reminds us of the table urbanity of a prairie wolf.
\Yhile at our winter camp we hunted when we could, and the
remainder of the time attempted to sleep, so as to dream of the
abundance of our own tables at home, and the dark rich tenants
of our smoke houses.
In the vicinity of our encampment, I discovered old diggings,
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and the remains of furnaces. There are also in this neighborhood
the remains of many small stone houses, some of which have one
story beneath the surface of the earth.. There is likewise an abundance of broken pottery here, well baked and neatly painted. This
was probably the scite [site] of a town where the ancient Mexican
Indians resided, as the Spaniards, who seldom visit this part of the
country, can give no account of it.
On our way back to the settlements, we halted at the encampmentof a band of Indians, who shocked our feelings not a little
by the disposition they were about to make of an infirm (and no
longer useful) squaw. When the principal part of the band had
left their camp, two of those remaining proceeded to lay the sick
woman upon her face, by the side of some of her effects. They
then covered her with a funeral pile of pine wood, to which they
set fire, and thus made a Hindoo sacrifice of the patient old
matron.
As the depth of the snow, and the immense cold of the season
rendered trapping almost impracticable, we succeeded, on a third
attempt, in making good our retreat from this inhospitable wilderness, and reached a Spanish village on the fifth of April, after an
absence of five months.
It was reported in the Spanish settlements, by a man who
had been employed by George Armstrong, of Franklin, who accompanied me to Santa Fe, that he had been murdered by the
Indians; but I have good reason to believe, and I most sincerely
hope~ this may be only an idle fabrication. 8
The trade to this province has been greatly injured by the reduction of prices-white domestics are only fifty cents per yard.
An export duty of three per cent. is collected on all specie brought
out ofthe province in this direction. 9 Although my essays have
been unfortunate speculations, I am disposed to make another experiment.
I travelled from the Spanish village of Taos, to Fort Osage, on
the Missouri, in thirty-four days. I had supplied myself with
provisions for the journey consisting of meat, beans & peas. By
the route which I travelled on my return, I avoided the so much
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dreaded sand hills, where adventurers have frequently been forced
to drink the blood of their mules, to allay their thirst. Mr. Bailey
Hardeman, of this county, was to have set out on his return, accompanied by a large party, on the first of the present month.
I cannot better conclude than by annexing this remark, that the
toils endured, and the privations suffered in these enterprizes,
very naturally give a tone and relish to the repose and plenty found
at the civilized fire side.
WM.

BECKNELL

NOTES
1. In a well-reasoned essay, Opening the Santa Fe Trail (Cerrillos,
N.M., 1971), Marc Simmons argues that Becknell reached Santa Fe by
design, rather than by accident-an interesting new interpretation that
subsequent writers cannot ignore.
2. Max L. Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Trmlel
on the Chihuahua Trail (Norman, 1958), p. 61.
3. Ibid., p. 62. Weber, The Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the
Far Southwest, 154°-1846 (Norman, 1971), pp. 58, 66-78. Chapter V of
The Taos Trappers places Becknell's expedition in a broader context.
4. Alphonso Wetmore to John Scott, Franklin, Missouri, August 19,
1824 in Santa Fe Trail First Reports: 1825 (Houston, 1960), p. 68.
5. Ritch Papers(No. 80), Huntington Library, San Marino, California;
published by permission. Part of the letter appeared in Robert Glass Cleland, This Reckless Breed
Men: The Trappers and Fur Traders of the
Southwest (New York, 1950), pp. 45-46.
6. Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, ed. by Max L. Moorhead
(Norman, 1954), p. 160.
7. Becknell had written the letter at least a week earlier. On June 18 the
Intelligencer, a weekly, had informed it readers: "We have received from
Capt. Becknell, lately returned from a trapping expedition, in the New
Mexico country, some interesting particulars relating to the privations &
sufferings of his company. . . . We shall endeavor to find room for them
in our next." Becknell's letter was also published in "The Journals of
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Capt. Thomas Becknell From Boone's Lick to Santa Fe, and From Santa
Fe to Gr~en River," Missouri Historical Review, vol. 4 (1910), pp. 81-84.
To the confusion of subsequent writers, the Review mistakenly ascribed
these journals to "Thomas" Becknell. Archer Butler Hulbert repeated the
error in his Southwest on the Turquoise Trail: The First Diaries on the
Road to Santa Fe (Denver, 1933), pp. 55-68. Although Hulbert reprinted
Becknell's Santa Fe Trail journals, he omitted the account of Becknell's
trapping expedition. Part of the letter has also been reprinted in leRoy
R. and Ann W. Hafen, Old Spanish Trail, Santa Fe to Los Angeles (Glendale, 1954), pp. 96-97.
8. The report may have been false, for a George Armstrong was still
trading in Santa Fe in 1828. See, for example, Weber, The Extranjeros:
Selected Documents from the Mexican Side of the Santa Fe Trail, 18251828 (Santa Fe, 1967), p. 34.
9. Becknell's comment that a three per cent export duty was collected on specie is interesting. Most accounts of this period mention only
import duties. A tax on specie is generally thought to have been instituted
in 1827, not as early as 1825. See Moorhead, p. 126.
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A SIDELIGHT ON THE SANTA FE TRADE, 1844

~r:IE following letter of Samuel Wethered, Jr. to Manuel Alvarez,
along with an 1844 invoice, has recently come to light and has
been deposited by the Editor in the Alvarez Papers, State of New
Mexico Records Center, Santa Fe.
In the generation after William Becknell first visited Santa Fe
the scope of the trade expanded enormously. American merchants,
eager to capture the markets of northern Mexico, came to recognize
the advantages of importing goods directly from Europe. In the
winter of 1843-1844 the Spanish-born Alvarez, merchant and
United States consul at Santa Fe, traveled to London and Paris.
He bought goods for the Santa Fe trade in Europe and in various
American cities. By the following spring quantities of merchandise
consigned to Manuel Alvarez were bound by ship, canal boat, and
wagon for the trail heads.
Wethered wrote Alvarez during a crisis. Governor Armijo's
business rivalry with the traders, Texan aggression, and the belief
that American. merchants were aiding the T ejanos threatened to
destroy the trade in 1843. A Mexican decree of September 23 shut
down the customs houses.· It soon became obvious that suspension
of the· trade would hurt Mexicans as much as Americans. It was
lifted March 31, 1844. The Beelen invoice is one of a number that
have survived. Together they illustrate the scale on which Alvarez
was doing business.
New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail by Max L. Moorhead and The Santa Fe Trail: A Historical Bibliography by Jack D. Rittenhouse provide background
and references to the events and people mentioned in the
documents.
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Baltimore March 27th I 844
Don Manuel Alvarez
Sir Your favour of the 16th has just been handed to me, by
Wethered Brothers, as I was not in town when your letter arrived.
-I am sorry to say our trade is closed for the present, I made quick
& fair sales of my goods, but was obliged to leave a debt in Santa
fe, of which I shall go after, it is due next august, & is in safe
hands, (our old friend Sculy) In about 8 days Sam leaves for
Independence, hoping to sell my mules & wagons, & about next
August shall go out as far as the Fort with Bent & St. Vrain, from
that point make my way into New Mexico. I have just recd. a
letter from Sam' C Owens of Independence he says he knows of
no one that will venture to take goods to that country this spring,
he alIso mentions having recd. late accounts from Mr. R. Gentry
& Mr. Lewis of the firm in Independence, both of whom wrote
from Chihuahua it seems Santa Anna has ordered 800 Trops to be
sent to Santa fe, and our fr. d Armijo is to be thrown out of his
Governorship and a man from Chihuahua is to fill his glorious
station, of which will make a great change with all foreigners as
respects the entry of goods, that is to say, if they ever should think
proper to let us in. George East of Chihuahua wrote me word not
to attempt to bring goods out this year, as the government was in
an unsettled state, Armijo was reported to Santa Anna by some
officers who were in Santa fe about the time our company arrived,
they learned all the particulars respecting the passing of our goods,
of which has caused his beeing dethroned but some of my friends
think he will not submit, if he can only get his men to stand up to
the rack. Old Uncle Nick Gentry is the last one who has arrived
from Santa fe, he tells Mr. Owens that the New Mexicans seem
to bee much vexed at Santa Annas proceedings All the Foreigners
are well respected, & I never was as well greeted by the fair Sex
Mr. Sollomon Houck of Boonvill MO. wrote to [me] last month
it was his intention to goto Santa fe this spring, but under existing
circumstances has declined for the present, Owens says he looks
for an arrival from Santa fe this spring as that company that
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arrived last year, ows him twenty thousand dolls, if they should
not send the same in he writes me that he will get me to make his
collections for him, all of which is owing by men on the river
dell norte,-I have not benn able to make out all your letter as it
is in Spanish. you will please, write to me on recpt of this, &
address me in my own language-Yours with much respect
l

SAM WETHERED JR

Don Manuel Alvarez
Care wm Stewart
dry goods broker
New York
Pittsburgh 28 May 1844
Manuel Alvarez Esqr
Independence Mo
Dear Sir
Owing to the Break in the Canal your goods did not arrive as
soon as they otherwise would, they arrived however in good order
and were shipped yesterday on the Valey Forge (Iron Boat) to the
care of Thomas H. Larkin St. Louis, our Rivers continuing in fine
order and the Missouri being so also, your goods must soon reach
you, Annexed I send you triplicate BIL. I omitted asking who
your consignee is at St. Louis, Mr. Larkin used to be [with?] Mr.
T oddo [sic] and is very good.
Hoping this will find you safely arrived at Independence I
remain most sincerely.
Your friend and Ob. Servt
BEELEN (rubric)
Freight of Eastern goods to St. Louis 30
Pittsburgh do
"
20
".
P S You will [find] the Key 0f your Iron Chest in one of the half
Boxes Window Glass on the top of which you will see a Key
painted
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FmST MAIL WEST: STAGECOACH LINES ON THE SANTA FE TRAIL. By
Morris F. Taylor. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971.
Pp. x, 253. Illus., bibliog., index. $10.00.
HISTORIANS of overland mail. and passenger service by stagecoach have
in the past dealt with two interpretive themes: the comparative contribution of private enterprise and government subsidy, and secondly, the political and administrative history of route selection interrelated to sectional
politics in the two decades before the Civil War. As a result, much is
known about the central overland route from Missouri to California via
Salt Lake and the shorter lines into the Colorado Rockies, all sponsored by
northern interests. Intensive study has also been made of the southern
overland routes, one of which was associated with the name of John
Butterfield. Geographically in between, the mail service from the Missouri
frontier and Santa Fe has been neglected, largely ignored. It is this void
that Morris F. Taylor is attempting to fill in this first comprehensive study
of stagecoach lines on the Santa Fe Trail. His book's publication is timely,
for 1971 is the 150th anniversary of the opening of the trail.
In 1850 the United States gave a contract to William Waldo to transport the mails to Santa Fe thereby providing for the first governmental
subsidy for mail stages across the Great American Desert. A series of companies, usually in the form of partnerships-Waldo, Hall and Company,
Hockaday and Hall, and Hall and Porter-kept the mail stages running
throughout the decade. In 1861, the government resolved to send the mail
by the mountain route of the Santa Fe Trail along the Arkansas and south
through the Raton Pass, so the previously used Cimarron Cutoff was
abandoned. Two years later the eastern terminus was shifted from Inde.
pendence to Kansas City.
Railroad construction brought about rapid changes in stagecoach services.
By 1866, the Union Pacific Eastern Division, antedating the main line out
of Omaha, had built a line from Kansas City to Junction City, necessitating
the first of a series of contractions of the stage service. During the next
three years as the rails stretched across Kansas, the mail. contractors,
Barlow, Sanderson and Company, periodically abandoned portions of their
stage route to Santa Fe until their coaches traveled no farther east than Fort
Lyon in eastern Colorado. In 1869, the Union Pacific Eastern Division was
renamed the Kansas Pacific and plans were made to build into Denver.
The Central Pacific-Union Pacific was completed the same year. Adjusting to these developments, Barlow, Sanderson and Company organized a
subsidiary, the Southern Overland Mail and Express Company, to offer an
alternative way to California by stagecoach, subcontracting the service
west and south of Santa Fe. The firm also acquired a mail and stage line
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running from Denver south to Pueblo and Trinidad, but the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad building between 1871-1876 slowly put an end to this
phase of staging. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe's decision to build
along the Mountain Branch of the Santa Fe Trail from West Las Animas,
via the ruins of Bent's Fort to Trinidad, and thence southward into the
capital of New Mexico resulted in the steady and slow destruction of the
services of the Southern Overland Mail and Express Company. The symbolic end of the service came in February 188o, when the first train pulled
into Santa Fe.
In an introductory chapter, the author summarizes the historical setting
in the Greater Southwest, with emphasis on the Santa Fe trade, and then
delineates the pattern of development of mail stage lines into Santa Fe,
1850-1880. In an epilogue, he appraises the importance of his topic noting
that stagecoach service on a significant scale survived longer in the Southwest than anywhere else in the nation. Moreover, the demand for mail and
passenger service grew slowly and steadily without the stimulus of mineral
discovery and a population rush. All the proprietors of the mail route
appear to have been capable businessmen, but none have emerged as
leaders of sufficient distinction to attract a biographer, as in the case of
many identified with other routes in the trans-Missouri West. In between
the opening and final chapters, detailed evidence on all phases of the mail
stage route has been compiled.
This book is more factual than interpretive or analytical. However, it is
an exemplary example of the very type of book, carefully researched in the
primary sources, that must be written before more wide-ranging studies
can be made. Any historian who attempts to present the story of prerailroad transportation in the trans-Mississippi West in the future will find
Taylor's book an invaluable source of information. Moreover, it is refreshing to read a study in this area of specialization based upon some new
evidence rather than another volume in the endless stream of rewritten
material that has been forthcoming in recent years.
University of California, Davis

W. TURRENTINE JACKSON

THROUGH THE COUNTRY OF THE COMANCHE INDIANS IN THE FALL OF
THE YEAR 1845: THE JOURNAL OF A U. S. ARMy ExPEDITION LED BY·
LIEUTENANT JAMES W. ABERT OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS.
Edited by John Galvin. San Francisco: John Howell-Books, 1970. Pp.
xviii, 77. lllus., maps, bibliog., index. $7.50'
IN REGAL FORMAT, excellent typography and beautiful binding, this book
is the quintessence of the printer's art. Even if the contents were valueless
one would be tempted to purchase the book for its elegance alone. But the
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addition of 26 water-color drawings, well reproduced and representing the
artistic efforts of James W. Abert, the 25-year-old Lieutenant of Topographical Engineers, U.S.A., and the bonus of the same officer's journal make
this a work that few will resist. The diary is the unvarnished account of a
military exploring expedition and embraces the period from early August
to late October 1845 during which time this small group was on the
Indian and Mexican frontier. With tactful editing a good story is retold
and from it one gets a view of both the Mexican and U.S. attitudes and
interests concerning the Comanche area.
Abert, the journal's author, was a West Pointer following in the foot"
steps of his better known father, Colonel J. J. Abert, commanding officer
of the Corps of Topographical Engineers. The younger Abert is not without his own importance in his contributions to Western history though his
luster is dimmed somewhat by his having moved in the shadow of such
prominent figures as those of Fremont and Kearny.
Editor John Galvin, collector and patron of Western American studies,
has frequently provided the resource materials for his books from his own
collections. His earlier publications, almost all issued by John HowellBooks, have been well-received, though none has been more elegant than
this. To this reviewer the selling price seems to be pegged below the real
costs of production and distribution, making the book the year's best buy in
Western Americana.
A contemporary map by Julius Hutawa is included and there has been
superimposed upon it the route of Abert's 1845 expedition into the
Comanche country. In addition there is traced the itinerary of Abert's subsequent expedition of 1846-1847 which brought him to New Mexico during the U.S.-Mexican War. This second expedition was also the theme of
another of Editor Galvin's books entitled Western America in 1846-1847, a
work which likewise contained some of Abert's original drawings. The two
works, when viewed together, establish the young officer as a good journalist and as a leader among early western artists.

The University of New Mexico

DONALD C. CUTTER

NAVAJO ROUNDUP: SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE OF KIT CARSON'S EXPEDITION AGAINST THE NAVAJO, 1863-1865. By Lawrence C. Kelly. Boulder,
Colorado: Pruett, 1970. Pp. xii, 192. Illus., maps., app., bibliog., index.
$8·95·
THE FINAL YEARS of Navajo aggression and resistance to military subjugation (1863-67) may be likened toa great river in flood. The course of flow
and inundation is so many-directioned as to discourage more than summary
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charting. No person has yet attempted to record more than segments of the
sprawling epic. The overwhelming volume and complexity of the documentation is a principal barrier. Attention in the past has centered upon the
few months of sharpest, most dramatic action-the campaign against the
Navajos conducted by Colonel Christopher (Kit) Carson. And now again,
but within somewhat broader limits, the Carson campaign is examined by
Lawrence C. Kelly, an associate professor of history at North Texas State
University.
His book begins in the chaotic period when Brevet Brigadier General
James H. Carleton assumed command of the 9th Military Department,
New Mexico Territory, and it ends in 1865 with a substantial number of
the Navajo nation removed in captivity to the barren reservation of Bosque
Redondo. Within the framework he has chosen, Kelly confines his treatment largely to the operations conducted from Fort Canby; he thus leaves
for a possible future sequel the important role performed simultaneously,
and for two years more, by the garrison of old Fort Wingate.
The story is told in ninety-seven documents relating to the conduct of
the campaign, fifty of them appearing for the first time in print. Twentytwo of the principal documents, slightly changed in punctuation and spelling from the originals, first were published in Edwin 1. Sabin's Kit Carson
Days, 1809-z868 (Vol. II, 1935). Because this and two earlier sources are
out of print and not easily found, Kelly has performed an important service
in bringing the documents together again in conjunction with new materials he has selected from files in the National Archives. Continuity from
one document to the next he has supplied in a linking, explanatory
narrative.
The value of the book as an authentic record is heightened by the introduction of fresh biographical material. Kelly has drawn exhaustively from
the service records of soldiers and officers who participated in the campaign
-records generally ignored by historians until now. Officers and others
hitherto familiar by name alone suddenly emerge as individuals, as men
with pasts and futures, as characters possessed of human foibles. Kelly's
prodigal use of this material not only makes the book more readable, but
assures its future use as a source for reference.
Exception may be taken to a few conclusions Kelly has arrived at, but
without intention that carping should diminish the overall worth of his
contribution. It is very doubtful, for instance, that Carson's Navajo campaign was initiated by Colonel E. R. S. Canby, rather than by General
Carleton, who succeeded Canby in departmental command on September
18, 1862. And elsewhere, Kelly remarks twice that the efforts of the headman Delgadito were "even more successful than Carson's in persuading the
Navajos to surrender." Delgadito, it is true, brought more than 800 Navajos
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into Fort Wingate, on their way to the Bosque. However, had it not been
for Carson's operations it is difficult to believe that Delgadito could have
induced even one Navajo to surrender. During the year 1864, a total of
10,323 Navajos started on the long march into captivity. Carson-not
alone, but with support of General Carleton and the aid of such officers as
Asa B. Carey and Albert H. Pfeiffer-was chiefly responsible for this.
Kelly is careful to give Carson neither a halo nor horns and a tail, but his
judgment that throughout the campaign "Carson would continue to be a
reluctant warrior" again seems to overstate the case. Kelly correctly points
out that it was General Carleton and not Carson, in the end, "who foresaw the importance of penetrating the Canyon de Chelly," but it would be
a mistake to suppose that Carson's efforts were timid and unintelligent.
Aside from forays conducted by junior officers, as the documents gathered here relate, Carson personally led four major scouts deep into
Navajo country, between August and December 1863. The distance he
traveled by most conservative estimate would exceed 1,100 miles. His
horses broke down in September and Navajos decimated his mule herd.
Campaigning, obviously, was not easy. Offhandedly Carson noted that on
his second scout to the Little Colorado, with the major part of his force
plodding on foot, from Oraibi pueblo "I marched my command sixty-five
miles with but one halt of two hours." Reluctant warrior? Within a few
weeks Carson would be fifty-four years old, and in four years he would be
dead. The hammering persistence of Carleton, younger than Carson by
ten years, also was unquestionably an important factor.
During the first six months of the campaign, and a few days before his
sweeping assault on Canyon de Chelly, the success of Carson's efforts was
assured. (This was not, incidentally, the first or second but the fourth time
the canyon was traversed by American troops.) Not by force of arms, and
not by assurances of safe removal to Bosque Redondo, were the Navajos
gradually overwhelmed. Before the attack on De Chelly some two million
pounds of Navajo grain already had been destroyed and countless thousands of sheep-the number never revealed but surely enormous-slaughtered. By the end of December 1863 hundreds of Navajos were homeless,
freezing, and reduced to starvation. They had no other recourse but to
surrender.
Despite such few exceptions, Lawrence Kelly has produced a valuable
and, in the main, highly accurate book. Not least among its merits is an
endpaper pocket map: the 14~" x 2O!h" unsigned but superb Horn &
Wallace copy of the 1864 "Map of the Military Department of New
Mexico" drawn by Captain Allen Anderson, and the original now in the
National Archives.

N orth Woodstock, Connecticut

FRANK McNrrr
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INDIAN SKIN PAINTINGS FROM THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST: Two REPRESENTATIONS OF BORDER CONFLICTS BETWEEN MEXICO AND THE MISSOURI IN THE 'EAnr.y EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By Gottfried Hotz. Translated by Johannes Malthaner. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1970. Pp. xiv, 248. Illus., maps, index. $9.95.
THE JESUIT missionary Father Philip Segesser served in Sonora missions
from 1732 until his death in 1762. About 1758 he sent a box of gifts to his
brother in Switzerland, including twO' paintings on tanned buffalo hides
which he said were of little value. The paintings are still in the possession of
members of the Segesser family of Lucerne. In 1945 Hotz, the author of
this treatise, learned of the existence of the paintings and obtained permission to study and publish them. Hotz says that he was allowed to take
the two paintings from the Segesser home for some time. Being a fan of
the wild west American Indian Hotz wrote to several prominent ethnologists in the United States asking their advice in identification of the subjects depicted in the pictures and of the Indian tribes represented. He sent
small fuzzy snapshots made by himself from which very little can be seen
of the paintings, each of which; he says, is over five meterS wide. The
original paintings he calls Segesser I and Segesser II. The latter, Hotz
claims, contains 192 human figures as well as animals. Although his academic
correspondents urged him to have professional photographs taken Hotz refused to do so. The same small prints, lacking in contrast, were published,
slipped into a pocket at the back of the 1960 German edition of his book,
and bound in as illustrations for the 1970 University of Oklahoma Press
translation: On the basis of these inadequate reproductions of the paintings
it is impossible for the reader to argue or to accept the bombastic and preposterous interpretations that Hotz offers as identifications of the paintings.
If the photographs are too small, the author's Teut()nic "think" patterns
and sentence structures are too long and ponderous. Although the English
language edition has been cut in length and includes an index, lacking in
the German edition, there is no bibliography in either. References quoted
may be found by' working through footnotes 'and are largely ethnological,
or even fictional. Historical sources cited for the most part concern events
within the United States.
Hotz, having eliminated the Jesuit missions of Paraguay and the exploits of General Oglethorpe with the Creek Indians of Georgia froI.U his
speculations on the paintings, proceeds to' positive assertions and wears out
the reader with a lengthy display of biological identifications before he
comes to the business. The paintings, he says, were done by Rio Grande
Pueblo Indians, and were hanging in the Palace of the Governors until
Father Segesser obtained them-how or when this happened.is never explained-to box and send to Switzerland. Well-documented rivalry ·between
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the Franciscan and Jesuit Orders during the colonial period, keeping Jesuits
out of New Mexico, is ignored as is the precarious route between Santa Fe
and Sonora, through Apache country, in Segesser's years of service. Father
Segesserdid not mention buffalo in Sonora; therefore the pictures could
not depict events in Sonora nor could buffalo hides have been available,
but both paintings "originated not far from Sonora," possibly in a New
Mexican pueblo (p. 76). Hotz ignores the fact that bison bones have been
found in the Chiricahua mountains of southern Arizona and many more
on the eastern slopes of the Sierra Madre. Transportation of bison hides, as
well as meat, to Sonora would have been no more difficult than transportation of the same commodities from our eastern high plains to Indian
pueblos as far west as the Moqui villages. It is not yet definitely determined
whether or not stray bands of bison wandered into northern Sonora by the
same low passes now used by modem roads.
Since the photographs of Segesser I are slightly more legible than those
of Segesser II, it may be noted that the landscape shown looks very much
like that of desert Sonora or southern Arizona. We see mesas and jagged
volcanic rocks behind an Apache camp and a stockade apparently made of
ocotillo cactus. At each side are deer, bighorn sheep and bison. Mounted
Indians with Spanish equipment may be supposed to be allies of the
Spanish as they not only have horses, saddles and bridles but swords,
lances, adm-gas (kidney-shaped leather shields) and the bartla de caballo, a
leather covering tied around the rider's waist and over the horse's chest and
rump. This was later replaced by modem chaps and, like the leather shields
and cueras, or leather coats, was a colonial version of metal armor. Tipis
with characteristic Apache emblems on them, Apache style water bottles,
and the bows held by the warriors on foot leave little doubt that the sulr
ject of Segesser I was an attack by Pima or other Christianized Indians on
an Apache camp. The landscape does not resemble that of New Mexico
but might well be of various spots in southern Arizona or Sonora where
ocotillo is found. When Hotz finally visited the United States in 1968 his
travels by bus took him to San Ildefonso pueblo, Texas Canyon east of
Benson, Arizona, and to the Grand Canyon. Any of these, Hotz notes
(p. ~)I), might have been the setting for Segesser I although he could not
identify each. rock in the painting with existing landmarks that he saw.
Apparently he did not bother to visit either Chihuahua or Sonora where
more likely landscapes would have presented themselves.
Segesser II, however, is clearly the author's baby. He states that the two
paintings were done by two different Pueblo Indian artists, ignoring the
Boral borders, which are purely European in origin and treatment. Although the Franciscans in New Mexico did not paint contemporary or
realistic scenes·on tanned animal hides, confining their works to religious
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subjects, some of the sUrvIVIng Franciscan pamtmgs have comparable
painted borders, substitutes for carved frames. The Franciscans of
eighteenth century New Mexico who painted holy subjects for the education of their Indian congregations were without academic training and,
naturally, their efforts reBect varying degrees of competence. The same
may be said for Jesuit missionaries, whose energies and interests may well
have led them to paint with available dyes and pigments on tanned hides,
lacking oils and canvases. Hotz belabors the Indian origin of the paintings
because Segesser did not speak of Jesuit paintings of the country. Despite
the former existence of hundreds of paintings on tanned hides in colonial
New Mexico, no Franciscan bothered to mention their existence, nor who
made them, except Father Dominguez in his comprehensive descriptions
of New Mexico in 1776. Dominguez named no artist. There is no reason to
suppose that some Jesuit could not or did not try his hand with the brush.
In fact, Segesser's comment that the paintings were of little value might
suggest that he made one or both of them himself.
The event commemorated in Segesser II, Hotz reiterates, is the Villasur
massacre on the Platte river in Nebraska in 1720. This premise was suggested to him by Plains Indian specialists of the United States. Like an
obedient hunting dog Hotz took off, following the scent and giving tongue.
The Villasur expedition, sent by New Mexico Governor Valverde to reconnoiter French forces in the plains, was said to have been ill-equipped
and undermanned. So in fact were many colonial expeditions from Santa
Fe. Hotz identifies the tree-lined river painted at the left of Segesser II as
the Platte near its junction with the Loup. (PI. 8, 9, 10). Even from the
poor photographs it is evident that there is no positive resemblance between
the painting and the recent views of the Platte (PI. 17, 18). On the other
hand, naive as the painting is, there is a strong resemblance in the river
scene to the Rio Sonora or to the Magdalena or San Miguel Rivers where
they Bow east of the arid coast line. Ures, where Segesser spent many
years, is on the Sonora River.
Hotz goes on for 152 pages, identifying each of the 192 human figures
and animals of Segesser II. He takes men in cocked hats and long coats for
French soldiers with Indian allies, presumably Pawnee, but quotes a French
account of the battle that stated that no French soldiers were present, only
Indians disguised as Frenchmen. In fact nothing visible in these pathetic
photographs proves that these were French uniforms. The regular Spanish
uniforms of the period were similar, and so for that matter were those of
the British and other European powers, differing mainly in regimental
insignia. The group of non-Indians with Bat black hats and cueras shown
in plates 14 and 15 are clearly Spanish colonial militia. The same equipment was still used in New Mexico and California by militia of the Mex-
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ican Republic in 1846. The. entire grouping of Segesser II, in the long
horizontal composition of its sewn together skins, is confused. Hotz, knowing that he has a blind and captive reader who cannot contradict on the
basis of visual observation of the paintings, gives details of dress, equipment, hair styles, body painting and "penis color" (possibly he meant the
coloring of the penis sheath?). Indians, with painted spots on their bodies
reminded him of Hopi Kachina dolls, hence, if this tribe was not actually
present at the battle of 1720 in Nebraska, might not the artist have been a
Hopi? Hotz is innocent of the fact that in the mid-eighteenth century
Moquis had as little relations with Jesuits or Franciscans as with Pawnee
and Frenchmen.
Or, the author further speculates, since Governor Valverde was blamed
by officials in Mexico for the defeat and loss of most of the Villasur e':Cpedition, would not Valverde have had a Pueblo paint this scene prominently
showing "French" attackers in order to whitewash his own ineptitude in
sending out so poor a military party? Or, perhaps, the survivors of. the
Villasur campaign had Segesser II painted in commemoration of the
event. When we come to p. 229, after more involved and contradictory
hypotheses we find this: "How Father Philipp gained possession of the
paintings remains unexplained, but it is only half as far from EI Paso to
Ures as from Santa Fe." "The farther off from England the nearer on to
France," as our nursery rhyme sang. After more irrelevancies we are told
(p. 230): "In the absence of any corroborative evidence, of course, such
hypotheses are in the end merely conjectures. The only facts about which
there can be no doubt are that Segesser I represents a punitive expedition
against the Apaches and that Segesser II represents the Villasur massacre."
If the reader has not succumbed to this plethora of Teutonic mystique,
he may as flatly state that the paintings were not made by Indians, Rio
Grande Pueblo or other,' but by some untrained European, and that they
were painted in Sonora of events in that Jesuit mission area. Apache raids
on the Kino mission chain accelerated in the eighteenth century, as did
Spanish reprisals, so that it is unlikely that Segesser I can be precisely
labelled. For Segesser II, why would the Jesuit priest send a graphic record
of theVillasur massacre of thirty-eight years before at a remote place with
which neither Jesuit priests nor Sonoran Indians had any associations?
For what it is worth, I am inclined to think that Father Segesser would
have sent a picture of an episode closer to the year 1758, in his own
geographic region. The details visible in these poor prints show considerable
effort to distinguish among European garments and equipment, and among
Indians. For example, the prolonged revolt of the Yaqui and Mayo in 1740,
with the Tarahumara, destroyed both Franciscan and Jesuit establishments
in and east of the Sierra Madre, killing priests, soldiers, and laymen. These
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tribes, together with Pimas, Papagos, Opatas and Seris might aCcount for
the diversity of Indian apparel, or body paint, in Segesser II. None suggest
the Missouri Valley Plains Indians.
A footnote in Bancroft's History of the North Mexican States, (vol. I,
p. 561), quotes from the Travels of Father Joseph Och, another Jesuit who
arrived at Ures among a group of new recruits in 1756. Och described a
"mock" attack upon the Fathers by two companies of Indians, planned by
a German father then in charge at Ures who "thought to have some fun."
The Indians rushed from a wood, yelling, the fathers· were naturally
terrified and their mules more so. The fathers were "piled up in a heap" but
the Indians were "delighted with the sport." Teutonic humor through the
centuries remains the same. Father Segesser may have depicted this sporting episode in Segesser II, as well as a genuine Indian attack on one of the
mission presidios, and was himself the funster who planned the exercise
as a welcome to the new Jesuits.
The only feasible way of analyzing the two Segesser paintings will be
(I) to study them in Lucerne or (2) to arrange to have them lent, perhaps
through the offices of the USIA, to museums in the United States where
qualified scholars may study them.
As for the formerly respected University of Oklahoma Press having had
this farrago translated arid published, their prestige is in no way increased.
The translator's Teutonic English is of no help to the original text, and it
was the duty of the editors at Norman to correct some of Hotz' many misstatements of fact. Governors Cubero and Cuerbo are confused more than
once (pp. 59-60); the reconquest of New Mexico in 1692 was not the
permanent one; the Sandia mouritains are not a "spur of the Sierra Blancas"
(p. 61); "estriberos" is incorrect for estribos, (p. 152); the "riding boot" of
Spanish-Mexican horsemen was not "worn over the ordinary shoe and to
which the spur was fastened, which was a wooden shoe similar to the
Dutch klompjes." (p. 154). If Hotz knew no better, the editors at Norman
should know that the wooden stirrup used by the colonial Spanish and still
in use, chiefly in Chile, estfibos baules, was a stirrup attached to the saddle
by the usual stirrup leathers and not a "riding boot." These hand-carved,
sabot-like stirrups did not extend over the heel but protected the front of
rider's feet from rocks and thick brush. They were copies bf older Moorish
stirrups used in Spain which had silver encrusted decorations. Many
baUles are still carved in imitation of silver conchas.
As for the confused account of Cabeza de Vaca travelling up the Rio
Grande "and was the first to go north of the Sierra by travelling westward
around it and then turned into the earlier route and followed it on his way
back," (p. 46) we are left in need of a road map. Hotz says "Almost all of
these explorers took the same route, which soon became the Camino Real
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as far as Tucson." Hotz names Cortes, 1524-25', and others. The presidio at
Tucson was founded in 1777, how soon was "soon"? Further quibbles are
redundant. The lethal impact of Teutonic, encyclopedic irrelevancies
hypnotizes the reader into writing the same sort of prose. The late author
and anthropologist, Oliver LaFarge, was in correspondence with Hotz in
195'9-60 and involved me in the discussion. LaFarge ended by summing up
Hotz briefly as an autodidact. This is probably the best and most civil way
of putting "it." The expenditure of $9.95' for this book is not recommended.
Santa Fe, N.M.

E. BoYD

THE INFLUENCE OF BORDER TROUBLES ON RELATIONS BETWEEN TIlE
UNITED STATES AND MEXICO, 1876-1910. By Robert D. Gregg. New
York: Da Capo Press, 1970. Pp. iv, 200. Bibliog., ind~x. $12.5'0'
ORIGINALLY published in 1937, Gregg's well-known study of the diplomacy
of the border region is now made available again in a new unabridged edition. Covering the period of the Dfaz dictatorship, the work treats the series
of diplomatic exchanges prompted by cattle raids, smuggling, filibustering
forays, Indian depredations, and the quest for an equitable delineation of
the international boundary.
The Mexican scholar, as well as the diplomatic historian, will welcome
the republication of Gregg's study. Carefully researched, logically organized
and developed, and competently written, it is still a serviceable treatment
of a difficult topic. But at the same time one must remember that the field
today is scarcely as virgin as when Professor Gregg worked his way through
the pertinent documentation in the Library of Congress some thirty-five
years ago. The serious student at a minimum will want to utilize the Gregg
study in conjunction with Daniel Cosio Villegas' The United States versus
Porfirio Diaz, Clarence C. Clendenen's Blood on the Border: The United
States Army and. the Mexican Irregulars and Sheldon B. Liss' A Century
of Disagreement: The Chamizal Conflict, 1864-1964.
In at least one respect Gregg's. analysis is curiously ahead of its time.
Reading between· the lines the seasoned Mexicanist will detect that the
Porfirio Dfaz that emerges is scarcely the crude soldier painted for so
many years by the pro-Revolutionary school. Intelligent, persuasive and
decisive, Diaz understood perfectly not only the uses of power but the
nature of diplomatic negotiation. Working against odds as overwhelming
as any he ever faced on the field of battle, he was able to secure most of his
foreign policy objectives with the United States. And owing to the resolution of the outstanding differences Mexico was able to dawn upon the
modern age.
University of Nebraska

MICHAEL C. MEYER
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THE BROWNSVILLE RAID: THE STORY OF AMERICA'S BLACK DREYFUSS
AFFAIR. By John D. Weaver. New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1970.
Pp. 320. Bibliog., index. $6.95.
.
THE "BROWNSVILLE RAm" was an incident which took place in Brownsville, Texas, on a very wann summer night in 1906. Three companies of
black soldiers, members of the all-black Twenty-fifth Infantry, were stationed at Fort Brownsville, located on the fringe of town. At approximately
midnight the sound of gunfire was heard in the area which separated the
Army post from the town.
The troopers assumed that they were being attacked by local whites who
had become infuriated as a result of an alleged attack upon a white woman
who identified her attacker as a black man in an Anny uniform. Almost
immediately the town's citizenry took for granted that they were being attacked by the soldiers who were bent upon revenge for the purpose of redressing wrongs which some of them had suffered at the hands of hostile
white townsmen. When it was made known that the soldiers were being
transferred from a post in Nebraska to Fort Brownsville, the news was
received with a significant amount of resentment.
.
The shooting continued for about ten minutes and when it ceased one
young white male had been mortally wounded and a member of the local
police force was a casualty. A mob of angry whites congregated in the
center of town and very vehemently demanded that the soldiers be punished
for their misdeeds. All of the troopers signed sworn statements declaring
their innocence, but from the very beginning the War Department assumed that they were guilty.
Theodore Roosevelt was President and in his characteristic manner told
the three companies of soldiers that unless some of them came forward and
told what had actually happened they would be summarily dismissed from
the service. The men remained steadfast in their insistence that there was
nothing to tell. Their white officers also insisted that some of the non-commissioned black officers could be trusted implicitly. The President was as
good as his word and in a single action all three companies were discharged
from the Anny without honor and without any type of public hearing.
Roosevelt's executive order which dismissed the soldiers from the service
was implemented by William Howard Taft, Secretary of War, and the
person whom Roosevelt had designated to be his presidential successor.
America's black population was up in arms about Roosevelt's gross miscarriage of justice and a substantial number of black voters demonstrated their
disillusionment with the Republicans and voted against Taft in the Presidential election of 1908. Booker T. Washington supported Taft and W. E.·
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B. DuBois voted for William Jennings Bryan, the standard bearer for the
Democrats.
The Emile Zola of America's Dreyfuss Affair was Senator Joseph Benson
Foraker of Ohio, who destroyed himself politically trying to right a serious
wrong. Finally, a military court was convened and on March 28, 1910,
fourteen of the one hundred and sixty-seven men who had been discharged
without honor were found to be eligible for re-enlistment. Among the
other one hundred and fifty-three were a number of men who had served
on the Western Frontier during the last decades of the nineteenth century,
had engaged in numerous Indian Wars, and had seen service in Cuba
during the Spanish American War. Perhaps only a handful of Americans
have even heard of the incident which took place at Brownsville in 1906
and fewer still know about the injustice which resulted. Because this is
so, Weaver's book serves a signal purpose.
Texas Southern University

C. L. REESE

THE POTIERY OF SAN ILDEFONSO PUEBLO. By Kenneth M. Chapman, supplementary text by Francis H. Harlow. Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1970. Pp. xvi, 260. IlIus., map, bibliog. $25.00.
IN SEVERAL short chapters, Kenneth Chapman briefly discusses various aspects of the ceramics of San IIdefonso Pueblo: historic setting, terminology
and technology, the specific wares developed, and some problems relative to
available research materials and data on potters. The last chapter, on
painted Tewa pottery, written by Francis H. Harlow, adds comparable
material to the above. Most Significant in this book are the 174 plates accompanied by excellent analysis and description relative to the four basic
decorative wares at San IIdefonso, the Black-on-cream, BIack-on-red, Polychrome, and Matte-on-polished black. In relation to the illustrations, Chapman consistently follows a well-ordered scheme of analysis which adds
greatly to the worth of this volume: where each vessel form was decorated,
design layouts, and a structural analysis of design. The above matters are
discussed relative to a long time span, from the early historic period through
many years of domestic usage of wares, into times of exchange not only
within the village but also beyond to other villages, to the beginnings of
commeJ;cial production within the last fifty years.
Thoroughness with which the illustrative material was handled is reflected in matters such as this: the predominant banded layout; groupings
of static and dynamic, curvilinear and rectilinear, free or attached themes;
or in detailed treatment of varied designs, such as triangles and their diversity of internal patterning. Highly commendable is the juxtaposition of
text data and pertinent illustrations. Only a wealth of illustrative material
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could serve the variety expressed by these sensitive Indian artists. Great
value can be attached to the abundantly pictured developments and changes
in design styles, the intimacies of variation in elements and motifs, and
comprehensive examples from a long time span. The San Ildefonso artist
exhausted possibilities in many of the above matters, yet none escaped the
alert and analytical eye of Chapman.
Chapman treads lightly on the matter of symbolic design. He does reflect
on cloud and feather patterns, designating the latter as "givers of rain in a
semiarid land." Of birds, he says they were used to "express concern of
the people for favors from the sky powers which they say, in ancient
times, was effected by use of birds themselves, liberated to bear their
prayers aloft." Both of these interpretations are widely expressed by the
natives in the Southwest. Wisely, Chapman has little more to say on this
much abused subject.
This volume and its companion publication, The Pottery of Santo Domingo Pueblo, attest to the fact that Kenneth Chapman was a perfectionist.
He spent many years collecting and ordering data, and reproducing designs with absolute fidelity and sensitivity to the originals. He made no
effort to make perfect their drawing-rather did he repeat, to the last flaw,
the exact expression of the Indian artist. The irregularities in filler lines, a
capricious oval ina sequence of well-drawn ones, a four-stepped cloud in a
repetitive row of three-stepped clouds-all were so reproduced. These
were natural, human, living, breathing errors, all a part of this Indian
painting, perhaps unnoticeable until a Chapman takes the time to put
brush to paper to record such designs verbatim. This, perhaps, is why
the drawings in this book have a warmth and lucidity so frequently lacking
in the coldly perfect reproductions sometimes found in works of this type.
Such was the precise and honest nature of this man.
Often it has been said by ethnologists that duplication of design is
unknown among primitives. Chapman adequately demonstrates this in his
wealth of illustrative examples. There is limitless repetition of the same
elements and units of design, in support of a tribal style, but they are
combined and recombined in great variety of motifs, or, if used alone, they
are of different sizes or shapes; there is no duplication in different wares
nor at the hand of the same painter.
Perhaps the only criticism which might be leveled at this fine publication would be vested in the following matters. There are inadequacies in
the relative sizes of reproduced designs from the' inner and outer surfaces
of small to very large vessels. Chapman made some effort to correct these
and other problems such as those involved in designs on curved surfaces
which become distorted in reproduction. The latter was but partially
solved, mainly by way of two devices: one, by illustrating limited segments
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of design, i.e., repeating an element or motif once or twice only in practically all of his drawings; and second, by drawing some designs in a curved
fashion.
Like so many others in relation to Rio Grande puebloan ceramics, Chapman denies any Spanish influence on San Ildefonso pottery design. Yet, in
the polychrome wares in general, and in bird and vegetal motifs in particular, there are suggestions of Spanish Colonial embroidery patterning. This
point is herein suggested in. spite of agreement with the conservatism
noted by Chapman among these puebloans. He says, "Only in rare instances has an individual braved the displeasure and even ridicule of her
contemporaries by experimenting with any radical innovations." Bird and
vegetal designs were not unknown on early wares, as depicted by Chapman
on San Ildefonso polychrome pottery; extension to include Spanish embroidery styles of these themes would be more a matter of elaboration than
innovation. Furthermore, Chapman does admit to some outside influence
on bird artistry.
One other point is made, more in the way of comment and curiosity than
criticism, this relative to brevity at points in the text. One would like to
know more than Chapman has written about the ways of adapting design
to the great storage jars, some holding 15 to 20 gallons. One would like to
have had more illustrations demonstrating change in vessel forms. One
would like to have tantalizingly brief statements expanded, such as those
relating to the natives' response to so many questions relative to their
ceramics.
. Certainly no one was better qualified to write this book than Kenneth
Chapman, with his sensitive, artistically well-trained fingers on the pulse
of a changing art over a long period of time.
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